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SYNOPSIS 

o Internal auditing in Illinois is not 
adequately supported or used to attain 
effective and efficient management of 
State agencies. 

o Only 8 percent of~the State's internal 
audit units are in full compliance 
with the Internal Auditing Act. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To help ensure effective systems of internal controls, pro
mote efficient State government operations, and provide agency 
management with the information necessary to effectively oversee 
agency operations, the General Assembly passed the Internal 
Auditing Act in 1967. The Act requires certain State agencies to 
establish internal audit programs and sets out specific internal 
audit staffing, reporting, planning, and performance require
ments. 

During two recent audit cycles, the Office of the Auditor 
General reported 96 compliance audit findings involving State 
agencies' programs of internal audits. In Fiscal Years 1984 and 
1985, the Auditor General reported over 2,000 compliance audit 
findings concerning internal controls, irregularities, inadequate 
accounting systems, and excessive levels of inventory. Many of 
the problems leading to these findings could have been promptly 
identified and corrected by effective programs of internal 
auditing. 

Recognizing that the State's internal audit programs were 
not fulfilling the General Assembly's intent, the Legislative 
Audit Commission, on April 9, 1987, adopted Resolution Number 78 
(Appendix A) which directed the Auditor General to conduct a 
management audit of the State's programs of internal auditing to 
determine: 

1) whether the programs were effective, complied 
with the Internal Auditing Act, and met profes
sional standards; 

2) whether personnel, resources, and training pro
vided acceptable audit coverage and quality; and 

3) whether findings and recommendations were imple
mented and followed up. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Most internal audit programs do not comply with the 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act and i.nternal audit 
coverage is inadequate to achieve effective and efficient 
management of State agencies. 

o Reporting and coordinating structures are inadequate., 

o Agency managers misunderstand and do not properly use 
the internal audit function. 

o Uniform professional audit standards have not been 
adopted. 
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o Chief internal auditor qualifications and staff 
training are inadequate. 

o The number of full-t.ime internal auditors is 
insufficient. 

BACKGROUND 

In the private sector, where profit is the bottom line, 
internal auditing is an established, valued function. Private 
sector managers recognize that internal auditing is an invaluable 
management tool needed to improve efficiency, safeguard corporate 
assets, and effectively control operations. 

In the public sector, however, the profit motive is absent 
and an agency director's success is g~nerally measured more in 
terms of the success of programs administered and not in dollars 
saved. As a result, public managers make less use of the skills 
and services of the internal auditor. I:ioweve:t, while the cost 
savings provided by auditors in the public sector rnay be less 
visible than those in the private sector, in 1987 the U.S. 
General Accounting Office reported achieving $59 in financial 
benefits for every audit dollar spent. 

For internal auditing to be truly effective, the agency 
director must trust the internal auditor and both must share a 
mutual commitment to improving agency operations. In government, 
there })as been an attempt to make the internal auditor both a 
whistle blower and a management resource. We believe that this 
dual role is contradictory and undermines the trust and loyalty 
necessary for an effective manager-auditor relationship. 

Furthermore, the chief internal auditor must report directly 
to the agency director to ensure that audit findings are commun
icated fully to the director and not aitered or kept from the 
director entirely. Without a direct reporting relationship, the 
director cannot be certain that all potential deficiencies and 
barriers to agency operations are being brought to his or her 
attention. 

In this audit we examined the operations of 50 agencies • 
internal audit units and tested their compliance with the re
quirements of the Internal Auditing Act and auditing standards . 

PROGRAMS OF INTERNAL AUDITING 

.. 
' 

The State lacks a mechanism which ensures that all agencies 
which are large enough to benefit from an internal audit program 
actually establish one. The Internal Auditing Act requires 16 
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agencies to establish internal audit programs and allows the 
Governor to designate additional agencies under his jurisdiction. 
The Governor has required 30 additional agencies to have internal 
auditors. However, seven of the State's 27 departments subject 
to the "Civil Administrative Code" are not required to have 
internal auditing. These seven agencies spent over $510 million 
in Fiscal Year 1987. 

Approximately 100 other State agencies, boards, and commis
sions do not have any internal audit program. While many of 
these agencies are not large enough to justify a full-time 
internal audit program, they would benefit from internal audit 
services. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assemb~y may wish to consider amending paragraph 
136.1 of the Internal AtJ.diting Act to: 

o Require all departments subject to "The Civil 
Administrative Code of Illinois" to establish 
internal audit programs which comply with the 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act; 

0 Require other large, "non-code" agencies 
the Toll Highway Authority and the 
Development Authority to become subject 
Act; and 

such as 
Housing 
to the 

o Make provisions for the Legislative Audit 
Commission to recommend for the Governor's 
consideration any other agencies which should be 
designated to have internal auditing. (Pages 7-
10! ) 

The General Assembly may also wish to consider ~ending 
paragraph 136. 1 of the Internal Auditing Act to establish an 
off ice under the . Governor ( "Governor • s Chief Internal Auditor") 
to provide internal audit services for those agencies and 
departments under the Governor which are not required to have 
their own internal audit programs and to interact with the 
advisory audit-board. {Page 12) [Establishment of the advisory 
board is recommended elsewhere in this report.] 

COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTERNAL AUDITING ACT 

Only four internal audit units fully complied with the re
quirements of the Internal Auditing Act. Two agencies which 
were required to have internal audit programs had no internal 
auditors. The following are examples of noncompliance found in 
the remaining 46 agencies: 
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o 40 internal audit units did not complete all 
statutorily required audits; 

o 14 chief internal auditors did not report directly to 
their agenpy's chief executive officer; 

o 12 chief internal auditors performed operational 
duties which decreased the time they had available 
to perform audits and impaired their independence; 

o 7 internal audit units did not meet the . Act ' s 
requirements for developing ·an annual audit plan; 
and 

o 2 chief internal auditors did not meet the qual
ifications stated in the Act when they were 
hired. (Pages 15 - 25. ) 

Throughout the audit report we make recommendations that the 
agency directors take the actions necessary to correct these 
deficiencies. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERA'l'ION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to amend the Internal Auditing 
Act to include a provision requiring that directors certify that 
their internal audit units have prepared and followed a two
year audit plan, that the agency has adequate internal controls, 
and that they have complied wi~h the provisions specified in the 
Internal Auditing Act. (Page 24.) 

Audit Coverage 

The Internal Auditing Act requires internal audits of account
ing ·and administrative controls every two years. The Act re
quires .the performance of other types of audits and reviews, but 
not witfiln a specific time frame. Test audits of expenditures, 
obligations, receipts, and grant monitoring should be conducted 
within a specific time frame to ensure a tim~Hy review of agency 
operations. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL A,SSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing 
Act to require that audits on a test basis of expendi.tures ,' obli
gations, receipts, and grants be conducted within a two-year time 
frame. The General.Assembly may also wish to revise the Internal 
Auditing Act to reflect the need to plan audits within a two-year 
time frame. (Page 22.) 
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Auditor Qualifications 

The qualifications for chief internal auditors specified in 
the Internal Auditing Act may not be adequate to ensure optimum 
audit proficiency. The Act allows a certified public accountant, 
who may have little or no experience in government, management, 
or auditing, to serve as a chief internal auditor. _ Because 
governmental auditing is a very specialized field requiJ;ing more 
than an understanding of financial ·accounting, a cert·ified public 
accountant with little or no government experience may not 
pos_sess the proficiency necessary to effectively serve· as a chief 
internal auditor. 

The Act .also does not recognize all the professional designa
tions and academic disciplines which might be valid in promoting 
audit proficiency. Governmental auditing standards recognize 
that a variety of experience and professional proficiency is 
necessary to adequately address governmental audit issues. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to revise paragraph 136.2 of the 
Internal Auditing Act to make the requirements for the position 
of chief internal auditor more responsive to current governmental 
auditing requirements. An amendment might include such language 
as: 

"The chief executive officer of any State agency with a 
full-time program of internal auditing shall appoint a 
chief internal auditor with appropriate certification: 
Certified Public Accountant, Certified Internal Auditor, or 
appropriate academic degrees, and five years of managerial, 
governmental, and auditing experience; or seven years 
experience in government, management, and auditing". (Pages 
18; 19.) 

Auditor Responsibilities 

Although the Act requires chief internal auditors to be free 
from operational duties which would impair their independence, it 
does not mention internal audit staff. It is as important for 
the internal audit staff to be free from operational duties as it 
is for the chief internal auditor. Performing managerial and 
operational activities reduces internal auditor objectivity in 
reviewing agency operations and limits the time staff has for 
internal auditing. · • 
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MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing 
Act so that the chief internal auditor and his or her staff are 
fr~ of all operational duties. Currently, the Act stipulates 
only that "the chief internal auditor. • . shall be free of all 
operational duties which would impair the auditor's ability to 
make independent reviews of all aspects of the agency's 
operations." (Pages 16, 17.) 

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 

State internal auditors do not consistently follow profes
sional auditing standards. Audit standards provide criteria and 
guidance beyond that contained in the statutes to help auditors 
effectively conduct internal audits. 

Thirty-two of the fifty State agencies with internal audit 
functions did not meet one or more of the standards for inde
pendence, professional proficiency, and fieldwork. Training was 
insufficient for continued professional development, and ·peer 
reviews, in which the quality of each unit's work and work 
products are evaluated by other internal auditors, were not 
conducted. 

We · judgmentally sampled and reviewed audits and supporting 
work for 141 audits at 48 agencies and found numerous violations 
of generally accepted ati.di ting standards. These exceptions 
included such deficiencies as: 1) audit conclusions were not 
supported by working papers; 2) audit programs lacked written 
sampling plans and methodologies; 3) audit programs and work 
plans were not approved or completed; 4) working papers were not 
identified, reviewed, or indexed; and 5) audit findings and 
recommendations were not followed up. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to consider creating an advisory 
audit board comprised of State agency chief internal auditors to 
interact with the "Governor's Chief Internal Auditor." The 
audit advisory board could: 

o recommend a uniform set of professional auditing 
standards and ethics for use by State internal 
audit units, • 

o facilitate training by acting as a clearinghouse 
for information on training opportunities, and 

o coordinate peer review activities. (Pages 30-32.) 
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RESOURCES 

Agency directors . are responsible for ensuring, that their 
internal audit units receive sufficient management support and 
sufficient resources to fulfill programmatic and statutory 
mandates. Although effective internal audit programs are the 
result of both quantitative and qualitative factors, internal 
audit program effectiveness largely depends upon the adequacy of 
resources allocated to the audit function and management's 
willingness to use internal auditing to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of agency operations. 

Over the past five years, an average of- seven hundredths of 
one percent (.0007) of agency budgets was allocated to internal 
auditing {at the 27 age~cies where c:J.ata was available). In 
addition, 63 percent.of these internal audit units had a decrease 
in their share of the agency budget over the five-year period. 

Agency directors, chief internal auditors, our special 
assistant auditors, and our statistical model concurred that more 
internal auditors are needed. These four sources estimated that 
from 41 to 58 percent more internal auditors are needed. (Pages 
35 - 39.) 

AGENCY RESPONSES 

Sixteen of the fifty agencies covered by this audit submitted 
written comments. We received additional comments from the 
Office of the Governor and the State Internal Audit Managers, a 
representative group of internal auditors concerned with internal 
audit matters within Illinois State government. 

The State Internal Audit Managers concurred with our "Matters 
for Consideration by the General Assembly. " The Governor 1 s 
Office ·concurred, concurred in principle, or concurred with 
qualifications, explanations, or alternative suggestions to six 
of the seven Matters for Consideration. The Governor 1 s Office 
did not support the concept of establishirm an audit office 
directly under the Governor but instead indicated that such an 
office should be located in the Department of Central Management 
Services. 

In general, agencies concurred with our four agency 
recommendations and our seven "Matters for Consideration by the 
General Assembly," except tbat five agencies indicated that 
requiring the chief internal auditor to administratively r~port 
to someone other than the agency director did not constitute 
improper reporting, . and two agencies, the Department of 
Employment Security and tbe Department of Conservation indicated 
existing offices (such ·as the Department of Central Management 
Services) could be used to coordinate internal auditing. The 
Department of Conservation also felt that only "major" internal 
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control systems should require an audit every two years, and that 
line managers, rather than agency directors, should certify to 
the adequacy of internal controls. 

Appendix E of this report lists individual agencies and their 
compliance with major provisions of the Internal Auditing Act. 
It also shows that 7 of the 50 agencies listed disagreed with one 
or more classification of noncompliance. We believe, however, 
that ·our classifications of noncompliance remain valid. (See 
Appendix I for full texts of all responses received.) 

RYR: jw 

May 19'88 

ROBERT G. CRONSON, Auditor General 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

On April 9 1 1987 1 the Legislative Audit Commission adopted 
Resolution Number 78 directing the Auditor G~heral to conduct a 
management audit of the State's programs of internal auditing. 
(See Appendix A for Resolution.) The Resolution directed the 
Auditor General to determine: 

1. Whether policies, procedures, 
programs of internal auditing 
meet professional standards 
reporting, and ethics; 

and p:r_:actices of agency 
comply with statutes and 
for quality, fieldwork, 

2. Whether 
training 
quality; 

internal 
provide 

audit personnel, resources, 
acceptable audit coverage 

and 
and 

3. Whether internal audit programs are effective; and 

4. Whether findings and recommendations are implemented 
and followed up. 

BACKGROUND 

Internal auditing in Illinois' State agencies was first 
statutorily required .i.n 1967. In the 20 years since the first 
Internal Auditing Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 127, par. 136.1 
et seq.) was enacted, the dev~lopment of full-time programs of 
internal auditing within State agencies has progressed. Internal 
audit recommendations have resulted in monetary savings, improved 
internal controls, and improved operations. Despite the internal 
auditors' many contributions to improved agency operations, 
however 1 serious problems confront Illinois' programs of internal 
auditing. 

The Legislative Audit Commission recognized that there were 
problems with internal auditing. When adopting Resolution 78, 
they cit~d 96 Auditor General compliance audit findings for 36 
different State agencies over two recent audit cycles. The 
resolution, in addressing the types of findings reported, 
recognized that virtually every facet of the internal audit 
function was involved. The Commission also noted that an 
improved internal audit function might have significantly reduced 
the number of other compliance audit findings in Fiscal Years 
1984 (1,043) and 1985 (1,003) and str~ngthened agency management. 
These findings concerned internal controls, irregularities, 
inadequate accounting systems, and excessive levels of inventory. 
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The results 
audit units do 
Auditing Act. 
effective and 
attribute these 

of this audit demonstrate that most internal 
not comply with the requirements of the Inte~nal 
Internal audit coverage is inadequate to ach1.eve 
efficient management of State agencies. We 
problems to the following conditions: 

1. Reporting and coordinating structures are inadequate; 

2. Agency managers misunderstand and do not properly use 
the internal audit function; 

3. Uniform professional audit standards . have not been 
adopted; 

4. The number of full-time auditors is insufficient; and 

5. Chief Internal Auditor qualifications and staff 
training are inadequate. 

The solutions to most of these problems are not complicated. 
Overall, Illinois has a reasonable Int.ernal Auditing Act and a 
sound internal audit structure. Some changes to both, however, 
would improve the State's programs of internal auditing. 

A more 
internal 
agency. 
director 

complicated matter is obtaining maximum benefit from an 
audit function once it has been established at an 
This necessarily involves trust between the agency 

and auditor and a mutual commitment to improving 
operations. 

In the private sector this is usually not a problem. 
Internal auditing is normally integrated high into the company 
structure and supported by top management because it is cost 
effective and contributes to profits. In government, where the 
profit motive is absent, the benefits of internal auditing are 
not as well understood. We believe, however, that once 
recommended changes are made, greater understanding and use of 
internal auditing in Illinois will follow. 

CONTEMPORARY INTERNAL AUDITING 

The function of internal auditing is to provide management 
with an independent appraisal of the organization's operations 
and controls. The internal audit unit also helps management 
effectively discharge its duties and responsibilities by 
providing analyses, appraisals, recommendations, counsel, and 
information on the activities reviewed. Internal auditors 
dete.rmine that accounting and administrative controls are 
functioning properly, policies and procedures are followed, 
established standards are met, resources are used efficiently, 
and the organization's objectives are being achieved. 
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Fraud, abuse, and other improprieties are som.etin_ies 
discovered during the internal review process. The organ~zat~on 
must, therefore, ensure a channel of open communication between 
the internal auditor and the chief executive officer so that any 
illegal conduct is immediately brought to the highest attention. 

It is important that management ensure that audit direction is 
meaningful and that audit results are acted upon. Also, to 
facilitate the role of the internal audit unit and to maximize 
its utility, management must provide the necessary degree of 
support. 

very different from that 
internal auditor • s sole 

the external auditor's 
are often outside the 

The role of the internal auditor is 
of the external aud.i tor. While the 
responsibility is to management, 
responsibility is to users who 
organization. 

Inte.rnal Auditing in Government 

Internal auditing has its origins in the private sector where 
management's main concern is profit. In government, a manager's 
success is not usually determined by such readily measurable 
terms. When some form of "bottom line" criterion is used to 
measure performance, it is frequently a goal such as dollars 
expended per client, improved educational achievement, a 
reduction in the crime rate, or better health care for the 
elderly. 

Historically, government has placed more emphasis on its 
service functions than on the efficient and effective use of 
available resources. While there is some push for government to 
behave in a more businesslike manner, it is not at all clear that 
this has been the primary focus of public administrators. 
Private sector managers generally give their internal audit units 
autonomy, support, and organizational status because they believe 
internal auditing will enhance profits. In the public sector, 
however, many administrators view internal auditing as a drain on 
already scarce resources. Internal auditing 1 though, normally 
generates more in savings than it costs. This is true for 
government as well as business. On June 10 1 1981, for example, 
the General Accounting Office (GAO) testified before the 
Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources 
that the Offices of Inspector General reported seven dollars 
saved for every dollar spent on audits and investigations. In 
his 1987 Annual Report, the Comptroller General of the United 
States reported that GAO had "identified $59 in financial 
benefits for each dollar of GAO's budget spent." 

A further problem in government is that there has been an 
attempt to make the internal auditor both a whistle blower and a 
management resource. At the federal level and in some states, 
internal audit reports are made public and the internal auditor 
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has responsibilities to people outside the a:gency. These two 
roles are contradictory and, to the extent they are imposed on 
the same person, the effectiveness of each is diminished. A 
manager is not likely to develop a close working relatiqnship 
with an internal auditor who has the responsibility of 
broadcasting his or her deficiencies to the public. 

Internal Auditing In Illinois 

At the close of fieldwork in January 1988, 48 State agencies 
employed 208 internal auditors and two agencies . relied on 
contractors for their internal auditing. Two other agencies were 
required to have internal audit programs but had not established 
them. Each internal audit unit functions independently under the 
direction of its agency's chief executive officer (or a 
designee) . There is no mandate for external reporting that 
diminishes the management~team concept of internal auditing. 

We found the Act to be reasonable in its requirements. It 
places responsibility on management for the adequqcy of internal 
controls and the direction of the internal audit unit. It places 
responsibility on internal auditors for conducting audit and 
review activities in a professional manner. At the conclusion of 
fieldwork, we conducted follow-up interviews with senior chief 
internal auditors at nine large State agencies. The consensus 
was that the Act should be strengthened. 

We found, however, that despite the reasonableness of the Act, 
only eight percent of the internal audit units were in full 
compliance with the Act as it is now written. This may be more 
indicative of the internal audit environment in Illinois than a 
breakdown of auditing. Generally, internal audit units do not 
have the support from management necessary to carry out their 
charges. 

''The Governor's Cost Control Task Force 1985-1~86" cited 
internal auditing as a major problem area. common to 
administrative agencies. The task force concluded there wa$ 
"little or no operational auditing conducted," and "the lack or 
type of training available to internal auditors needs to be 
addressed." The Task Force recommended: "The Governor's Office 
should direct all agencies to include an internal auditing 
function which has both financial.and programmatic components and 
increase training for internal auditors under the·aegis of CMS." 
Two previous reports, "The Governor's Cost control Task Force" 
(1978) and the "Volunteers In Public Management" (1980), also 
cited overall deficiencies in the State's use of its internal 
audit programs. The latter report went so far as to recommend 
the development and presentation of "seminars for Directors of 
Agencies 1 Boards, Commissions and/or Administrators in the use 
of internal or external audit as a management tool." 
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REPORT ORGANIZATION 

chapter II of this report discusses those agencies that have 
and do not have internal audit functions. Chapter Ili covers 
compliance with _the Internal Auditing Act~ Chapter IV addresses 
the need for uniform professional audit standards; Chapter V 
addresses audit resources; and Chapter VI recaps conclusions and 
recommendations. 

The report recommendations are directed at 
changing, the State's existing internal audit 
firmly believe that internal auditing must remain 
long-term benefits will be greatly diminished. . ' 

improving, not 
structure. We 
internal or its 

As previously noted, some states and the federal government 
have introduced external reporting requirements into their 
internal audit structures. We believe this undermines the trust 
and loyalty necessary to the manager-auditor relationship. we 
recognize differing views on this issue, but this report does not 
address, except in passing, the many alternatives for changing 
the reporting requirements of internal auditing in Illinois. 

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

This audit was conducted in accordance with generally 
accepted government audit standards and the audit standards 
promulgated by the Office of the Auditor General in the Illinois 
Administrative Code (74 Ill. Adrn. Code 420.310). 

In perfopming this audit, we interviewed directors {or 
designees), chief internal auditors, and EDP managers of 50 
State agencies. We reviewed a sample of working papers, audit 
plans, internal audit reports, and other documentation available 
at irtternal audit units. We assessed agency electronic data 
processing (EDP) environments and the complexity of agency EDP 
missions and programs. We reviewed statutes, regulations, and 
applicable policies. We surveyed other states, researched 
literature and professional standards, and collected other data 
as appropriate. We used statistically based computer programs to 
assist us in our analysis. 

We were assisted in this audit by Special Assistant Auditors 
General who were concurrently conducting compliance audits of 
specific agencies. We were also assisted by Spectrum Consulting 
Group, Inc., who aided us in assessing EDP environments at State 
agencies. ~ 

Fieldwork began in August 1987 and concluded in January 
1988. 
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Audit Independence 

The staff of the Auditor General and contractors engaged by 
this Office are bound by generally accepted government audit 
standards. Many of the staff and contraqtors also hold 
profess;ional designations as Certified Ptibllc Accountants or 
Certified lnternal Auditors which bind them to the standards and 
codes of ethics of those respective organizations. In addition, 
most staff members and contractors belong to various audit 
associations and professional organizations, such as the Am~erican 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Institute of 
Internal Auditors, the Association of Government Accountants, and 
the EDP Auditors Association. Many of the State's internal 
auditors ('who were auditees) hold similar professional 
designations and belong to the same professional associations and 
organizations. We did not consider these factors to constitute a 
significant impairment to our independence or to our a:bility to 
conduct a fair and objective audit. 
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CHAPTER II 

PROGRAMS OF INTERNAL AUDITING 

The stqttitory requirement governing which State agencies 
must establish an internal audit program is clear, but not 
sufficient, as most large State agencies are not statutorily 
required to have internal auditing. Further, the State does not 
hetVe an effective mechanism to supply internal audit services to 
agencies whose budgets and size do not warrant having a full-time 
internal audit program. 

REQUIREMENT TO ESTABLISH AN INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRAM 

Illinois is one of seven states that requires state 
agencies to establish internal audit programs. Illinois' 
criteria for requiring internal auditing in individual agencies, 
although similar to, are not as specific or as comprehensive as 
those in the other six states. 

We surveyed other states to determine which had legislation, 
rules, or directives requiring internal auditing at agencies. 
Six states require internal auditing; other states have 
legislation or directives dealing with internal auditing but do 
not require agencies to establish internal audit programs. Five 
of the other six states' criteria are listed in Table 1, along 
with some requirements relating to internal auditing in 
California and Pennsylvania. 

Illinois' agencies are required to have internal audit 
programs in one of two ways. The Act specifically requires the 
Comptroller, the Treasurer, the Secretary of State, the Attorney 
General, the State Board of Education, and the State colleges and 
universities to have full-time programs of internal auditing. In 
addition, the Governor is authorized to require agencies to 
establish internal audit programs. The Governor can also revoke 
this requirement. 

In 1983, the Governor designated 33 agencies to have 
internal auditing. Five did not establish internal audit 
functions. Since 1985, the Governor has removed designation 
from three of those five agencies: Emergency Services and 
Disaster Agency, the Department of Nuclear Safety, and the 
Department of Labor. Although the fourth agency, the Department 
of Mines and Minerals, hired an internal auditor after the-end of 
fieldwork for this audit, the fifth, the Industrial Commission, 
still has no internal a~.H;:lit function. 

At present, 46 of Illinois' 150 agencies are required to 
have internal audit programs; they include 16 agencies named in 
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STATE 

California 

TABLE 1 
OTHER STATES' INTERNAL AUDITING CRITERIA 

CRITERIA 

INTERNAL 
AUDITS 

AUTHORITY REQUIRED 

agencies with expenditures ov_er legislation 
$50 million must consider need 

no 

for internal auditing 

Florida agencies named in Act legislation yes 

Michigan all principal agencies legislation yes 

New York Division of the Budget deter- legislation yes 
mines which agencies will have 
internal auditing after 
reviewing directors' 
evaluations on the agencies' 
need for internal auditing 

Pennsylvania all agencies under the Governor Governor no 
must develop an audit plan; 
however, if they do not have an 
internal audit program, the 
Comptroller will provide 
auditors 

Texas expenditures over $10 million, Governor's yes 
or more than 200 employees, or directive 
revenues over $5 million, or 
12 offices, or recommendation 
of State Auditor 

Virginia Department of the State legislation yes 
Internal Auditor provides for 
the development and maintenance 
of internal audit programs and 
provides audit services for 
others 

SourceaOAG Survey of State Internal Audit Requirements; 45 States 
responding. . 

Notez Maine also requires state agencies to have an internal 
audit program but did not provide us with the 
administrative rules specifying the requirements. 
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the Act and 30 agencies designated by the Governor. These 
agencies accounted for 77 percent of the State's $20. 6 J;::>illion 
expenditures in Fiscal Year 1987 and 86 percent of the State's 
114,661 employees. The 104 agencies not required to have 
internal auditing include 7 of the State's 27 departments subject 
to the "Civil Administrative Code" (code departments). While 
these 7 departments make up only 5 percent of all code department 
expenditures, they had 4,221 employees and spent over $510 
million in Fiscal Year 1987. Although not designated, the 
Department of Employment Security has established an internal 
audit program. With 3,058 employees and over $200 million in 
Fiscal Year 1987 E!Xpenditures, Employment Security is not 
required by the Internal Auditing Act to cotrtinue its internal 
audit program. 

Alternatives for Designating Agencies 

Objective and consistent criteria for requiring agencies to 
establish internal audit programs would provide a more rational 
framework for ensuring adequate internal audit services in State 
agencies. 

The Institute of Internal Auditors has developed a "model 
statute" (see appendix D) which requires agencies with a 
specified expenditure level to have internal audit programs. 
Similar criteria, such as amount of annual receipts, number of 
employees, or number of facilities or offices, might also be 
appropriate for objectively identifying agencies which should be 
required to have an internal audit program. Two other states 
have adopted these types of criteria in their internal audit 
requirement. 

The General Assembly could exercise more control over which 
agencies are required to have internal auditing either by 
s.pecifying those agencies in the Act or by giving the 
Legislative Audit Commission .the authority to recommend to the 
Governor those agencies which should have an internal audit 
function. The Commission is responsible for reviewing the 
Auditor General's audit reports of all State agencies, which 
include biennial reviews of the agencies' internai audit 
functions and internal control systems. Therefore, the 
Commission is in a position to know which agencies have 
effective internal audit programs and which agencies could 
benefit from an internal audit program. 
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MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The GeJ1eral Assembly may wish to consider amending 
paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing Act to: 

1. Require all departments subject to "The Civil 
Administrative Code of Illinois" to establish 
internal audit programs which comply with the 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act; 

2. Require other large, "non-code" agencies such as 
the Toll Highway Authority and the Housing 
Development Authority to become subject to. the 
Act; and 

3. Make provisions for the Legislative Audit 
Commission to recommend for the Governor's 
consideration any other agencies which should be 
designated to have internal auditing. 

Agency Responses 

Governor's Office - We concur in principal with the desire 
to formalize criteria for the designation of agencies to 
establish internal auditing programs. The Governor needs the 
discretion the Internal Auditing Act grants him · to determine 
which state entity should have a full~time internal audit 
function to respond to changes in agency size or du.ties more 
promptly than through a statutory revision process. 

1. To arbitrarily require all departments subject to 
"The Civil Administrative Code of Illinois" to 
establish internal audit programs would mandate 
full time internal audit functions in several 
agencies with less than 150 employees. 

2. No change is required since other large "non-code" 
agencies have been and are designated by the 
Governor. 

3. The Governor will consider mandating an agency 
establish a full-time internal auditing program if 
the Legislative Audit Commission recommends the 
agency to have one. 

State Internal Audit Managers - we concur. 

Department of Employment Security - We suggest that changes 
in coverage be based on documented and objective criteria. 
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OVERSIGHT OF AGENCIES 

Officials of agencies required to have internal audit 
programs are responsible for ensuring that the internal audit 
unit receives sufficient support to implement the Internal 
Auditing Act. Agencies which do not require a full-time internal 
audit program may need some internal audit services. Directors 
of agencies which are not required to have internal audit 
programs must still ensure that adequate internal control systems 
are maintained. 

Agencies with Internal Audit Programs 

All agencies named in the Act have an internal audit 
function. Prior to 1987, the Attorney General developed formal 
policies, procedures, and planning strategies, but had performed 
limited audit work and had not been in compliance with the 
Internal Auditing Act since its enactment in 1967. Since 1987, 
the Attorney General has hired a chief internal auditor and has 
begun performing audits. 

As previously noted, two agencies designated by the 
Governor have not established an internal audit function. Four 
other agencies designated by the Governor have internal audit 
staff, but they do not perform internal audits. The Department 
of Public Health and the Environrnentc;tl Protection Agency perform 
only audits of grant recipients. Public Health had five staff 
members assigned to the internal audit unit during the two years 
covered in our fieldwork, yet 96 percent of their audit time was 
spent on audits of grants; internal audits of operations or 
procedures were virtually nonexistent. The internal auditors at 
the Department of Alcohol and Substance Abuse and the Illinois 
Racing Board are assigned nonaudit-relate:d duties and have not 
met most of the Act's internal audit requirements. 

In Illinois, there is no specific monitoring structure for 
the Governor to ensure that agencies under his jurisdiction are 
receiving adequate funding and management support for an 
effective internal audit program. Other states have requirements 
to ensure that internal auditing is implemented, not just 
required. In Michigan, the Governor's budget recommendation must 
include plans for internal audit programs; Michigan's budget 
director may require departments which receive state grants to 
use up to ten percent of their grants to support internal 
auditing. Virginia's Department of the State Internal Auditor 
assists agencies in implementing internal audit programs. The 
Department then assesses each agency's program on adher~nce to 
audit requirements and reports on the status of internal auditing 
to the Governor, the Auditor of Public Accounts, and agency 
heads. 
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Age~cies With No Internal Audit Programs 

Agencies whose budgets or size do not justify having a 
full-time internal audit program must still ensure that internal 
controls are functioning adequately and that the agency is in 
compliance with applicable laws and rules. Small agencies can 
also benefit from programmatic and operational audits which allow 
them to correct problems before they become critical and to 
manage the agency more effectively. Other states have addressed 
small agency needs by creating a central pool of internal 
auditors from which to provide services. 

An audit pool concept was used previou~ly in Illinois. The 
Bureau of Audits of the Department of Administrative Services 
provided audit services to agencies that did not have internal 
audit programs. The program was dropped, reportedly, because 
some agency directors felt uncomfortable with auditors from 
another agency auditing them. If in the future 1 however, audit 
reports were given only to the director of the agency being 
audited, the concept of sharing auditors through an audit pool 
might be more acceptable. 

The state of Virginia uses a similar approach. The 
Department of the State Internal Auc:li tor must ensure that all 
state agencies have an effective internal audit program. The 
State Internal Auditor must develop a plan to provide internal 
audit services for agencies which do not require a full-time 
auditor. The auditors, however, report to agency heads. 

Agencies could also contract for internal audit services. 
One State agency which is not required to have an internal audit 
program hire$ CPA firms to perform internal audits. Four 
agencies which are required to have full-time programs of 
internal auditing also contract for some of their internal audit 
work. Contracting, however, could be viewed as an external 
audit, and agency directors may not have the control necessary 
for effective internal auditing. For agencies required to have 
full--time programs of internal auditing, contracting is not a 
viable option, except for specialized areas such as EDP, because 
of expense. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending 
paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing Act to establish an 
office under the Governor ("Governor's Chief Internal Auditor") 
to provide internal audit services for those agencies and 
departments under the Governor which are not required to have 
their own internal audit programs and to interact with the 
advisory audit board (See "Matter for Consideration by the 
General Assembly" on page 26). 
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Agency Responses 

Governor's Office - The reco~endation duplicates an existing 
statute, which allows the Department of Central Management 
Services, an office under the Governor, to develop guidelines for 
establishment of internal audit functions and provide continuing 
instructions in auditing. The Department has conducted audits of 
several agencies without full-time internal audit functions, 
assisted in establishing an interrtal atidit function, and provided 
internal auditor training. If the Legislature. believes these 
activities should be increased, then the Legislature should 
provide the necessary resources to the Bureau or Audits. 

State Internal Audit Managers We concur with amending 
paragraph 136 .1 of the Internal Auditing Act to establish a 
professional group of Internal Auditors under the Governor to 
provide training, peer reviews and technical audit support to 
agencies required to have a full time internal audit function and 
to provide the internal audit function for agencies, boards and 
commissions without full-time, internal audit functions. 

Department of Central Management Services - Portions of the 
actions recommended by the report already exist within the 
statutes - delgating the responsibilities to the DCMS. Ch. 127, 
Par. 35.4, Sec. (d) provides for our agency to "examine the 
accounts of any organization" and Section (e) states "provide 
continuing instruction in auditing." Only due to lack of funding 
have these two initiatives not been fully exercised and I do 
encourage the General Assembly to consider adequate funds for 
expanding our professional services within the DCMS structure. 

Department of Conservation - Since the Department of Central 
Management Services is statutorily authorized to provide this 
service, creation of a new function would appear to be 
duplicatory. 

Department of Employment Security - Creation of additional 
offices and review boards should be undertaken only after a 
careful needs assessment is made and a determination is reached 
about using currently established groups. We would suggest that 
already existing offices be used for coordination, training, 
standards, ethics, and peer reviews. Many of these functions are 
assigned to CMS. Coordination of training programs, peer 
reviews, and assistance to smaller agencies would be useful roles 
which can be performed though such a centralized operation. 

The Industrial Commission and Sangamon State Un~versity 
have not established full-time programs of internal auditing as 
required under the Act. Sangamon State University has not had an 
internal auditor since October 1986, and that auditor was on 
leave of absence from January through August 1986. The 
University has been contracting audits to outside firms but has 
not yet filled the internal auditor position. Another agency, 
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the Department of Mines and Minerals, has hired a chief internal 
auditor, established internal audit policies and procedures, and 
completed its first audit since our fieldwork was completed in 
January 1988. 

Recommendation Number 1 

The Industrial Commission and Sangamon State University 
should create and/or fill the position of chief internal 
auditor. These agencies shou1d also ensure that the chief 
internal auditor be given the support qnd resources needed to 
carry out the requirements of the Internal A~diting Act. 
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CHAPTER III 

COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTERNAL AUDITING ACT 

The Internal Auditing Act has the criteria against which 
internal audit programs must be evaluated. The Act sets out 
requirements for the chief internal auditor, organizational 
reporting, planning, and performance. The Act also explicitly 
makes agency directors responsible for ensuring that the Act's 
provisions are met and that agencies maintain neces~ary internal 
controls. 

Only 4 out of 50 internal audit units in Illinois' agencies 
are in full compliance with all prov~s1ons of the Internal 
Auditing Act: Housing Development Authority, Revenue, State 
Scholarship Commission, and Teachers Retirement System. Non
compliance is evident for every requirement stated in the Act. 
(See Appendix E for agency compliance with specific provisions of 
the Act.) 

REPORTING 

The Internal Auditing Act requires chief internal auditors to 
report directly to agendy chief executive officers. Three chief 
internal auditors did not ·· report audit findings and recommen
dations to their agencies' directors. Ten other chief internal 
auditors did not report administratively to the heads of their 
agencies. Subsequent to our fieldwork, another agency, the 
Department of Public Aid, altered its reporting relationship, and 
the chief internal auditor now reports to an inspector general. 

The Act holds ·agency directors accountable for the adequacy 
of internal controls and operations. To ensure that the agency 
director is fully aware of audit findings, the chief internal 
auditor must report directly to the agency's chief executive. 
Without this reporting relatiOnShip with the chi~f internal 
auditor, the director cannot be certain that all potential 
deficiencies and barriers to agency operations are being brought 
to his or her attention. Furthermore, in most instances only the 
director has full authority to respond to audit findings and 
take remedial action. 
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Recommendation Number 2 

The directors of the following agencies should change their 
agencies' reporting structures to comply with paragraph 136.1 of 
the Internal Auditing Act, which requires chief internal auditors 
to report directly to agencies' chief executive officers: 

Attorney General 
Conservation 
Corrections 
Public Aid 
Public Health 
State Police 
Transporta-~ion 

Agency Responses 

Commerce and Community Affairs 
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities 
Northeastern Illinois University· 
Rehabilitation Services 
Secretary of St~te 
Illinois State University 
University of Illinois 

The Attorney General's Office, the Department of 
Conservation, and the Secretary of State concurred with this 
recollimendation. The Department of Comnrerce and Community 
Affairs, Northeastern Illinois University, the Department of 
Public Aid, the Depa,rtinent of Public Health, the Department of 
Rehabilitation Services, and the University of Illinois 
disagreed. 

Agencies generally disagreed because they stated it is 
acceptable to report to others in management for administrative 
matters as long as auditing activities are reported to the 
director. (See Appendix I for complete responses.) 

Auditor Comment 

Administrative matters can affect auditing activities since 
budgeting, staffing, training, travel, and employee evaluations 
can have an impact on the operations of the internal audit unit. 
Thus, when the chief internal auditor reports administratively 
to another individual in management, it can impair the auditor's 
objectivity and independence. 

OPERATIONAL DUTIES 

Paragraph 136.2 of the Internal Auditing Act requires that 
chief internal auditors be free of operational and management 
responsibilities which might impair the auditor's ability to make 
independent reviews. Chief inte:J:"nal auditors in 12 agE:mcies 
performed operational duties during the two-year audit period. 
For example, the Racing Board's chief internal auditor, since 
being appointed in January 1987, has spent all her time 
performing operational duties and has yet to perform audit 
duties. The Department of Agriculture's chief internal auditor 
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spent three months managing the Meat Inspection Program. Chief 
internal auditors at two other agencies, Alcoholism and Substance 
Abuse and Board of Higher Education, helped develop agency 

·budgets and prepare financial reports. 

Performing managerial and operational activities reduces 
internal auditor objectivity in rev.1.ewing agency_ operations. 
Operational duties limit the time the auditor has to conduct all 
audits required, which detracts from the effectiveness of the 
internal audit program. 

~ecommendation Number 3 

The directors of the following agencies should ensure that 
chief internal auditors at their agencies perform only audit 
duties: 

Agriculture 
Public Health 
Racing Boa~d 
Secretary of State 
Treasurer 
Professional Regulation 

Agency Responses 

Board of Higher Education 
Community C_9llege Board 
Rehabilitation Services 
University Retirement Systems 
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 
State Community College of 

East St. Louis 

The Department of Public Health, the Department of 
Rehabilitation Services, the Secretary of State, and the State 
University Retirement System concurred with this recommendation. 
No other responses were received. (See Appendix I for complete 
responses.) 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General ASsembly may wish to revise the Internal 
Auditing Act so that the cbief intert:J.al auditor and his or her 
audit staff are free of all operational duties. Currently, the 
Act stipulates only that "the chief internal aud.itor . . • shall 
be free of all operational duties which would impair the 
auditor's ability to make independent reviews of all aspects of 
the agency's operations." 

Agency Responses 

Governor's Office Due to fiscal constraints, it is 
sometimes necessary for agency management to have their internal 
auditors perform some operational tasks. We expect this practice 
occurs infrequently, if not, agency management should reclassify 
the internal auditors they use for operational duties into more 
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appropriate operating titles. In addition, we expect agency 
management to allow their internal auditors to comply with 
professional auditing standards. The Institute of Internal 
Auditors' Professional Internal Auditing Standards restrict 
internal auditors from assuming operating responsibilities; 
however, the Standards allow "if on occasion managem~nt directs 
internal auditors to perform nonaudit work, it should be 
understood that they are not functioning as internal auditors". 

State Internal }\.udit Managers - We concur. 

Department of Employment Security - We concur that chief 
internal auditors as well as their staff s·hould be free from 
operational responsibilities. 

CHIEF INTERNAL AUDITOR QUALIFICATIONS 

The Internal Auditing Act requires that c:hief internal 
auditors be certified public accountants, or auditors or 
accountants with five years audit experience. Two chief 
internal auditors did not. have the necessary qualifications at 
the time they were hired, although one has acquired the 
necessary five years of audit experience since being hired. Two 
other agencies hired internal auditors but did not designate 
them as chief internal auditors. 

A chief internal auditor must plan, supervise, and evaluate 
audit activities. Chief internal auditors mu$t also understand 
gover:hmental auditing and pos.sess a broad range of experience. 
Such qualities are necessary if chief internal auditors are to 
implement and guide effective internal audit programs. 

The quali+ications specified in the Internal Auditing Act, 
however, may not be effective in ensuring optimum audit 
proficiency. First, the Act states that a chief internal 
auditor may ,be a certified public accountant m;: an auditor or 
accountant with five years audit experience. Thus, it is 
possible for a CPA to meet the Ac:t's requirements but have 
limited experience or background in auditing. Governmental 
auditing has become a very specialized field requiring more than 
a knowledge and understanding of financial accounting standards. 
A certified public accountant with limited experience may not 
possess the knowledge and understanding of governmental auditing 
necessary to effectively serve as a chief internal auditor of a 
state agency; 

. 
Second, the Act does not recognize other professional 

designations and academic disciplines which might be equally 
valid in promoting audit proficiency. Governmental audit 
standards recognize that a variety of experience and 
professional proficiency, including certification programs such 
as the Certified Internal Auditor and Certified Information 
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Systems Auditor, and academic training in areas such as l;msiness 
administration, public administration, or finance, are necessary 
to adequately address governmental audit issues. 

Although now inconsistent with the Internal Auditing Act, 
the minimum requirements described in the DCMS Internal Auditor 
position descriptions partially address this issue. A chief 
internal auditor may be classified as an "Internal Auditor III", 
a position which requires a certification (CPA or CIA) and four 
years of audit. experience, or five years of audit experience. 
DCMS requirements for internal auditors are more desirable than 
the qualifications specified in the Act. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly inay wish to revise paragraph 136.2 of 
the Internal Auditing Act to make the requirements for the 
position of chief internal auditor more responsive to current 
governmental auditing requirements. An amendment might include 
such language as: 

"The chief executive officer of any State agency with a 
full-time program of internal auditing shall appoint a 
chief internal auditor with appropriate certification: 
Certified Public Accountant, Certified Internal Auditor; 
or appropriate academic degrees, and five years of 
governmental, managerial, and audit experience; or seven 
years experience in government, management, and 
auditing." 

Agency Responses 

Governor's Office While we concur with the need to 
strengthen the Statutory requirement for chief internal auditor, 
we question whether the recommendation's requirements will meet 
that objective. We propose to add the Department of Central 
Management Services' Internal Auditor Job Specification Ser,i.es, 
as minimum expectations, to part of the recommended requirements. 
Thus the Chief Internal Auditor position would require a 
bachelor's degree, 6 years of professional government internal 
auditing experience, with 3 years at a superviso.l:' or manager 
level, and certification as a Certified Internal Auditor or as a 
Certified Public Accountant or, requires 7 years of professional 
government internal auditing experience, with 4 years at a 
supervisor or manager level. 

State Internal Audit Managers 
strengthen the internal auditor 
adoption of the current Department 
Internal Auditor requirements. 

- We concur with the ~eed to 
requirements and propose the 
of Central Management Services 

Department of Central Management Services - Your statement 
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that our specifications are "now inconsistent with the Internal 
Auditing Act" is followed by a conc~usion that our "requirements 
are more desirable than the qualifications specified in the Act." 
Your audit suggests that the Act be modified to acid experience 
requirements and to recognize the Certified Internal Auditor 
designation, we concur. 

Department of Conservation - We 
strengthen internal audit requirements 
of the CMS job specifications for 
position. 

agree with the need to 
and suggest the adoption 
the Internal Auditor V 

Department of Employment Security We · 
requirements for the position of chief internal 
revised to reflect realistic and meaningful 
Appendix I for complete responses.) 

AUDIT PLANNING 

concur that the 
auditor should be 

standards. (See 

Paragraph 136.3 of the Internal Auditing Act requires the 
development of an audit plan which identifies the individual 
audits to be conducted each year. Of the 50 agencies which had 
an internal audit function, 7 did not have an audit plan; 22 used 
an annual plan, as required by the Internal Auditing Act; 21 used 
a two-year plan, which we considered as fulfilling the statutory 
requirement. In fact, a two-year plan may be more useful than an 
annual plan in ensuring that all audits of administrative and 
accounting controls are completed within the required two-year 
cycle. (See Chapter 4 for a full discusf;ion of standards and 
planning.) 

Internal auditors should prepare an annual or biennial audit 
plan for director approval. In preparing the plan, the chief 
internal auditor should discuss with the chief executive officer 
which areas need immediate attention to comply with st-atutory 
requirements and to ensure agency effect.i,veness and efficiency. 
In approving the plan, the chief executive officer . can ensure 
that agency pricirities are met and that resources are 
appropriately allocated. 

Recommendation Number 4 

Directors of the following agencies should ensure that the 
internal audit unit prepares and follows an audit plan which 
meets the needs of the agency and the requirements o~ the 
Internal Auditing Act: 

Chicago State University 
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Rehabilitation Services 
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Agency Responses 

The Department ·Of Public Health and the Department of 
Rehabilitation Services concurred with this recommendation. The 
State University Retirement System disagreed. (See Appendix I for 
complete responses.) 

PERFORMANCE OF AUDITS 

The Internal Auditing Act requires internal auditors to 
perform audits of accounting and administrative controls every 
two years. The Act requires the performance of other types of 
audits and reviews, but not within a specific time frame. During 
the two years we examined, 40 of 50 agencies which had an 
internal audit function did not conduct all audits or reviews 
required by the Act. Table 2 summarizes the types of audits 
required and shows the nuJRber of agencies completing e.ach type. 

During the two-year period under examination, 33 agencies 
did not perform audits of all systems of accounting and adminis
trative controls. While many of these agencies conducted some 
type of review in this area, the internal auditors either did not 
review all major areas within a control system or did not review 
all major systems of administrative and accounting controls. 

Regular examinations of administrative and accounting 
controls are important since they provide assurance that: 1) 
policies and procedures are being followed; 2) work is being 
performed and documented in a verifiable manner; and 3) State 
resources are utilized and protected according to appropriate 
laws and regulations. 

Table 2 
Mandated Audits Completed 

Types of Number of Agencies Number of Agencies 
Audits Completing Not Completing 

, ... 

Internal 
Controls 17 33 

Expenditure/ 
Obligation 42 8 

Grant 
Reviews* 28 12 

EDP Reviews 21 29 

Source• OAG analysis. 
* Not all agencies received 

not equal·. SO. 
grants, thus the total does 
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Eight agencies did not complete audits on a test basis of 
expenditures, receipts, or obligations within the two years under 
examination. Although the Act does not explicitly require such 
audits to be completed within a two-year cycle, a test audit of 
expenditures or obligations within such a time frame is necessary 
to ensure a timely review of agency operations and to provide 
reasonable assurance that public funds have been properly 
expended and accounted for. 

For the two-year period under analysis, 12 agertcies did not 
complete audits on a test basis of grants received or made. 
Grant reviews are necessary to ensure that the a_gency has 
monitored, administered, and accounted for such grants according 
to applicable laws and regulations. Failure to conduct timely 
grant audits of federal programs could jeopardize reimbursements 
and future grants. 

Finally, 29 agencies did not conduct reviews of major 
electronic data procsssing systems. Electronic data processing 
systems must be reviewed before new systems or major 
modifications to existing systems are implemented. 

As key financial and administrative applications have become 
computerized, it has l;lecome increasingly important for internal 
auditors to examine electronic data processing systems. 
Internal controls which have been inherent in manual systems are 
no longer present in computerized systems and the opportunity for 
error, fJ;aud, and loss of state assets and information is 
increased. Auditors must ensure that compensating controis are 
buii t into electronic data processing systems before they are 
used, particularly when agencies do not use centralized systems 
1 ike the General Accounting System at the Bureau of Information 
and Communications Services. (See Appendix H for full discussion 
of EDP environments and the need for EDP auditors.) 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The Gerteral Assembly may wish to revise the Internal 
Auditing Act to require that audits on a test basis of 
expenditures, obligations, receipts, or grants be conducted 
within a two-year time frame. The General Assembly may also wish 
to revise the Internal Auditing Act to reflect the need to plan 
audits within a two-year time frame. 

Agency Responses 

Governor's Office - We suggest that the first part CJf the 
recommendation, requiring "audits on a test basis of 
expenditures, obligations, receipts, or grants be, conducted on a 
two-year time frame", be reconsidered. We believe it is 
important to recognize that expenditures, obligations, receipts, 
or grants are transactions that occur within an agency's systems 
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of int~rnal controls. In effect, an agency's system of internal 
control govern::; these transactions. Thus these t.ransactions 
(expenditures; obligations, receipts, or grants) are reviewed on 
a two-year time frame during the internal auditor Is reviews of 
the agency • s systems of internal accounting and. administrative 
controls. If the Internal Auditing Act is revised we suggest 
that paragraphs 136.3(c) and (d) be removed with the expectation 
that these transactions . would be reviewed during the internal 
accounting and administrative controls reviews required by 
paragraph 136.3(b). 

For the second part of the recommendation, addressing multi
year audit plans, we suggest the statutory requirement for bi
annual audits of· internal accounting and administrative control 
systems has caused many internal auditing offices to have audit 
plans that· already reflect at least a two-year time frame. In 
support of the concept to standardize some internal auditing 
tasks, we concur with the recommendation to formalize the 
requirement for multi..,.year plans. 

. The Governor's Office also requests that the Legislature 
·address· the issue of whether internal auditors are required to 
audit the major or all systems of internal controls. The 
Governor Is Office states this issue has caused different 
interpretations within the Auditor General's Office, with the 
expectation ranging from the impractical "every and all" systems 
of internal control be reviewed to the realistic "major" 
internal control systems be reviewed. (See Appendix I for 
complete response.) 

State Internal Audit Managers - We concur. 

Department of Conservation We recommend the two year 
requirement be applied to "major" internal control systems. 

Department of Employment Security - We concur. However, 
this is_ already done if an agency complies with the requirement 
to perform reviews of major internal control systems every two 
years. 

SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES AND SOLUTIONS 

Among the 50 agencies which had an internal audit function, 
there was a wide variety of deficiencies and statutory 
violations. We found instances of noncompliance with every 
statutory requirement of the Internal Auditing At:t; many agencies 
were deficient in more than one area. 

Improving compliance with the Act will require more 
involvement by agency directors in the internal audit program. 
The director should approve audit plans and audit reports and 
direct the implementation of audit recommendations. 
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Some s.tates have taken measures to ensure director 
participation in the audit process. In Pennsylvania, the agency 
director is required to prepare an annual audit plan before each 
new fiscal year. In Florida, the Legislative Audit Committee 
holds directors responsible for implementing internal audit 
findings and may ask a director to explain the reasons for 
inaction if similar findings are reported in auditor general 
audit reports. 

Other states and the federal government have created 
legislation which requires directors to q.ttest to the completion 
of internal audits and the existence of .appropriate internal 
controls. Such legislation, often in the form of a "Fiscal 
Integrity Act," also ensures the involvement of agency directors 
in the internal audit process. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to amend the Internal Auditing 
Act to include a provision requiring that directors certify that 
their internal audit units have prepared and followed a two-year 
audit plan, that the agency has adequate internal controls, and 
that they have- complied with the provisions specified in the 
Internal Auditing Act. 

Agency Responses 

Governor's Office We qualify our acceptance of the 
auditors premise that additional involvement by agency directors 
in the internal audit process will reduce non-compliance with the 
Internal· Auditing Act. We believe the agency directors' 
invol vernent needs to be more than a cursory action. Obviously, 
adding a statutory J;equirement that agency directors certify 
their internal auditors comply with the Internal Auditing Act, 
would require significant involvement and should go far to reduce 
non-compliance with the Act. 

The auditors do not explain how the recommendation's 
addi tiona! requirements, for agency directors to certify their 
internal auditors use a two-year plan and that the agency has 
adequate internal controls, will significantly increase 
involvement by the director in the internal audit process with 
the expected reduction of non-compliance with the Internal 
Auditing Act. Neither of these requirements exist within the 
Internal Auditing Act, thus they are not compliance issues. 

Department of Conservation - We concur with the two-year 
audit plan, but believe that line managers should certify to the 
agency head that adequate controls are in place in their 
respective operations. 
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Department of Employment Security IDES monitors the 
internal audit function against an approved two-year work plan as 
well as against the provisions of the Act. We have conducted a 
review of the adequacy of our internal control system and are 
using the results of this review to monitor our operation. 
However, in implementing this recommendation, care should be 
taken to ensure that management accountability is maintained. 
The establishment and maintenance of the system of internal 
controls is the responsibility of management. Agency directors 
should require certification from managers as to the functioning 
of that system. The function of internal audit is to review that 
management cert.ification. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 

Internal audit units in Illinois do not consistently follow 
professional audit standards. Training is generally not 
sufficient for continued professional development. Peer 
reviews, recommended in professional standards, are not being 
conducted. 

INTERNAL AUDIT STANDARDS 

Audit standards provide criteria beyond those contained in 
the statutes to help auditors effectively conduct internal 
audits. Although the Internal Auditing Act does not require 
State internal audit units to f~llow specific standards, 
adherence to a code of professional standards is essential to 
effective internal auditing. 

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(AICPA), the General Accounting Office (GAO), and the Institute 
of Internal Auditors ( IIA) have each promulgated standards on 
conducting audits, reporting findings, and maintaining indepen
dence. No one set of standards is sufficient to cover all audit 
situations facing the State 1 s internal auditors. The GAO Is 
standards, however, must be applied to audits of federal grants, 
and the AICPA.' s standards are used by external accounting firms 
that issue opinions on financial statements. 

In this audit the I IA standards, where appropriate, were 
used as the measurement criteria because they directly address 
the management of the internal audit function and the unique 
independence and reporting requirements of internal auditors. 
The_ IIA standards also provide more specific criteria with which 
to assess internal audit units. California, Florida, and 
Tennessee have adopted legislation to require internal audit 
units to follow the IIA standards. 

ADHERENCE TO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 

The Internal Auditing Act does not require internal audit 
units to follow any particular set of auditing standards. Thus, 
45 chief internal auditors said their units followed IIA 
standards, while one followed GAO standards, and one followed 
AICPA standards. 

Of the fifty State agencies with internal audit functions, 
32 did not meet one or more of the standards for independence, 
professional proficiency, and fieldwork. Adherence to a 
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recognized set of standards would make all internal audit units 
more· efficient and effective. Furthermore, a uniform set of 
standards would provide assessment criteria for determining the 
quality of internal audit units. 

Independence and Planning 

Professional standards require internal auditors to maintain 
independence. Additionally, the Internal Auditing Act requires 
the chief internal auditor to maintain independence. Independence 
is essential to the proper conduct of audits because it permits 
internal auditors to render impartial and . unbiased judgments. 
Chapter III included recommendations to 23 agencies whose chief 
internal auditors did not comply with the statutory requirements 
for independence (reporting and operational duties); we also 
suggested that the General Asse~bly consider amending the 
Internal Auditing Act to require all internal audit personnel to 
be free from operational duties. 

Audit planning is also addressed in professional standards 
and the Internal Auditing Act. Audit plans are tools for the 
internal audit unit to use in ensuring that all required audits 
are completed. In Chapter III we recommended that seven agencies 
prepare and follow an audit plan which meets the requirements of 
the Internal Auditing Act. 

Performance of Audit Work 

Professional standards recommend that working papers should 
be reviewed by managerial or supervisory personnel, that a 
signed, written report should be issued after the audit 
examination is completed, and that follow-up should be conducted 
to ascertain that appropriate action is taken on reported audit 
findings. Five agencies were not in compliance with these 
standards for the preparation, distribution, and follow-up of 
audit reports. 

Internal audit units must have management support, even if 
all audits are performed according to statutes and standards. 
Recommendations must be implemented by management for the 
internal audit unit to be effective; consequently, agencies which 
benefit from internal auditing generally implement a high 
percentage of recommendations. Sixteen agencies which provided 
adequate data reported implementing more than 60 percent of 
internal audit recommendations. Some agencies, such as the 
Departments of Public Aiq, Revenue, and Employment Security, had 
implementation rates of 95 percent or higher. · 

Inconsistencies in the performance of audit work indicate 
that Illinois agencies do not universally follow the same set of 
internal audit standards. The quality of audits could be 
improved if all agencies performed their audit work by the same 
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set of internal audit standards. External and internal reviews 
of ·agency internal audit units would also be more effective if 
?11 agencies were required to follow the same set of standards. 

Professional Proficiency 

Professional audit standards require internal auditors to 
possess the knowledge and skills necessary to carry ou.t audit 
responsibilities. J\s government programs and systems become 
increasingly more complex and as the methodology of the internal 
audit profession evolves, internal auditors must. continually 
upgrade their skills, especially in· the -.technical and rapidly 
changing field of electronic data processing. Therefore, ··once 
internal auditors are hired, their continuing professional 
development is essential for effective auditing. 

Training represents a long-term investment and should be 
managed systematically to emsure relevancy and consistency with 
organizational strategies. The current and prbjected skills and 
knowledg.e needed by internal auditors should be assessed and 
compared with their existing skills. Quality learning 
experiences should be chosen to bridge the gap between current 
and projected needs and the existing pool of skills, knowledge, 
and attitudes. 

A three-year research project conducted by the Council on 
the Continuing Education Unit concluded that: 

"All programs/activities offered should be designed to meet 
the educational needs of the intended audience~ ha~e clear 
goals and learning outcomes; employ appropriate content, 
methods, and delivery systems; have effective learning 
assessment procedures; and have an appropriate 
administrative organization to guide and be responsible for 
the continuing education operation in carrying out its 
purpose and mission in a responsible manner". 

Consequently, a viable internal auditor training program 
should include a written training plan, a periodic assessment of 
staff training needs, and participation by staff in courses, 
seminars, and self-study courses. Table 3 shows that a majority 
of agencies do provide some training to internal auditors; 
however, there is no organized method to determine and to fulfill 
the training needs of internal audit personnel. 
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Table 3 
Internal Auditor Training 

Training Characteristics Yes No No Response Total 

Written Training Plan 5 44 1 so 

Training Needs Are 
Assessed 27 12 11 ~0 

Staff Participation in 
Continuin,g Ed. Courses 33 13 4 50 

Staff Participation in 
Self-Study Courses 29 18 3 50 

Source: QAG Review of State Agency Training Files 

Ethics 

Professional standards also reconunend that internal 
follow a written code of ethics. The AICPA, GAO, 
standards provide guidance for ethical conduct in the 
profession; however, nine ihternal audit units did not 
specific c6de of ethics. 

COORDINATION OF PEER REVIEW AND TRAINING 

auditors 
and IIA 
auditing 
follow a 

Internal audit units in Illinois do not undergo peer review. 
Peer reviews are the only systematic way to attest to the quality 
of an internal audit unit's work. The AICPA, GAO, and IIA 
standards recommend periodic peer reviews to identify areas where 
an audit unit is not adhering to the requirements of the statutes 
or standards. The IIA standards recommend an independent 
external review at least once every three years, but they do not 
provide detailed peer review guidelines. The National State 
Auditors Association ( NSAA) has, however, developed a set of 
administrative policies and procedures to guide peer reviews at 
governmental ·audit organizations. The NSAA's "Peer Review 
Manual" describes peer review as "an essential ingredient to the 
performance of effective audits." NSAA further notes that· "the 
private sector has recognized the importance of a peer review 
process and implemented extensive efforts in this area. Peer 
review is also important for state and local governmental units." 
NSAA's policies and procedures could be used as a model to 
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establish a formal peer review process for internal audit units 
at Illinois agencies. 

The OAG did not conduct peer reviews to systematically 
assess the quality of audits performed by Illinois internal audit 
units. We did, however, judgrnentally sample and review audits 
and supporting work in four audit areas: administration and 
accounting; expenditures, receipts, and obligations; grants~ and 
EDP reviews. We reviewed a total of 141 audits at 48 agencies 
and noted indications of non-adherence to generally accepted 
audit quality sta.ndards. For example, 65 audits did not contain 
auditee responses; conclusions were not supported by audit 
wo,rking papers in 26 audits; written audit programs were missing 
for 23 audits; 54 audit programs lacked wrftten sampling plans 
and methodologies; and the audit scope for 14 audits was 
inadequate. Other common problems noted were: 

o Audit programs and work plans were not 
approved or completed; 

o Audit tasks were not documented; 

o Working papers were not identified 
dated, reviewed or indexed; 

o Timekeeping and audit administration 
records were not kept; 

o Quality assurance reviews were not 
undertaken; 

o Audit findings and recommendations were 
not followed up; and 

0 Reports were 
conferences. 

issued without exit 

We conclude from the above that a formal peer review system is 
needed in Illinois to improve the· quality of internal audit work. 

An effective peer review system may require a full-time 
administrator to properly coordinate review activities. The 
National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and 
Treasurers ( NASACT) , which is responsible for the day-to-day 
operation of the peer review process under the auspices of the 
NSAA Peer Review Committee, designates an individual to manage 
the daily conduct of the peer review process. The following is a 
list of some activities required to coordinate a peer review 
program: 

1. Ensure that the review process 
accordance with current laws, 
procedures, and standards; 
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2. Select and assign review team members; 

3. Coordinate the review team and the agency to be 
reviewed; 

4. Train and guide the review team on proper review 
procedures; 

5. Ensure appropriate distribution of reports; and 

6. E·nsure that working papers related to reviews are 
properly stored and retained. 

Peer review teams could also effectively identify 
inadequacies in the area of continuing professional development; 
thus, the training needs in inte~nal audit units could be 
identified. If internal auditor training needs at all agencies 
are known, training classes and seminars could be coordinated for 
large groups of state auditors to reduce costs, improve quality, 
and increase the consistency of continuing professional 
development programs. 

In our view, the most feasible way to administer a peer 
review process in Illinois is to create an audit advisory board. 
This board would consist of representatives from existing 
internal audit units who possess the requisite professional audit 
background. Since board representatives would have other full
time responsibilities, the board should meet quarterly or as 
needed. This board could also assist in promulgating standards 
and identifying training needs. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The General Assembly may wish to consider creating an 
advisory audit board comprised of State agency chief internal 
auditors to interact with the "Governor's Chief Internal 
Auditor." (See Matter for Consideration by the General Assembly 
on page 12.) The audit advisory board could: 

o recommend a uniform set of professional 
auditin9 standards and ethics for use by 
State internal audit units, 

o facilita.te training by acting as a 
clearinghouse for information on 
training opportunities, and 

o coordinate peer review activities. 
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Agency Responses 

Governor's Office - We concur with the recommendation and 
suggest the State Internal Audit Managers organization be 
considered as the group from which the advisory audit board be 
drawn. Perhaps, the State Internal Audit Managers should be 
assigned responsibility to designate the individuals to serve on 
the advisory audit board. (See Appendix I for additional 
comments.) 

State Internal Audit Managers - We concur. 

Department of Employment Security - The State Internal 
Audit Managers could constitute an advisory audit board. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTERNAL AUDIT RESOURCES 

Internal audit programs, as with any State program, must 
receive adequate resources to fulfill programmatic a.:hd statutory 
mandates. Past Auditor General compliance audits and evidence 
discussed in prev~ous se~tions of this report indicate that 
internal audit programs have generally not fulfilled statutory 
requirements. 

Quantitative factors, such as the allo~atioh of resources, 
are important if internal audit units are to fulfill their 
mandates; however, other factors, such as auditor experience and 
dedication, must not be ignored in understanding why internal 
audit programs may (or may not} fulfill statutory mandates. 

· Highly effective internal audit programs are the result of 
both quantitative and qualitative factord ~hich have an 
interactive effect on the internal audit program. Resources for 
staffing and training can enhance qualitative factors such as 
thorough or expanded audit coverage and auditor proficiency. 
Without adequate resources the internal audit unit may not be 
able to retain experienced and capable auditors. Further, the 
effectiveness of internal audit programs is largely dependent 
upon management's receptivity to providing sufficient resources 
and then using the program to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of agency operations. 

RESOURCES 

Tha aggregate percentage of resoUrces allocated to tha 
State's internal audit function remained a relatively constant 
seven hundredths of one percent ( . 0007) of agency budgets over 
the past five years (for 27 agencies where data was available). 
The aggregate figure is misleading because, during those five 
years, the percentage of resources spent for six large internal 
audit units increased significantly (more than 90 percent) while 
the percentage spent for 17 agencies decreased. 
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Most directors (32) of State agencies that have internal 
audit functions said their internal audit budget was sufficient. 
Only 14 of 50 agency directors said internal audit resources were 
insufficient. On the other hand, half of the State's chief 
internal auditors felt the internal audit budget was 
insufficient. 

TABLE 4 
RESOURCES ALLOCATED TO INTERNAL AUDIT UNITS. 

Sufficient Insufficient No Response Total 
Respondent 

f t t t 

Directors 32 14 4 50 

Chief 
Internal 17 25 8 so 
Auditors 

Sourcea OAG Survey of Directors and Chief Internal 
Auditors in Agencies with Internal·Audit Units. 

While directors and c.hief internal auditors tend to disagree 
about resources, they have similar perceptions about the staffing 
levels needed at each agency. At the close of our fieldwork in 
January 1988, 208 auditors worked in the State's 50 internal 
audit units. Table 5 shows information about 37 agencies where 
the director, chief internal auditor, OAG assistant auditors, and 
an OAG constructed model estimated the number of internal 
auditors needed. (See Appendix F for estimates of internal 
auditors needed at each agency.) 

OAG Model 

Using a statistical model, we estimated that 239 auditors were 
needed at these 37 agencies. The statistical model was a 
baseline attempt to objectively estimate internal audit staffing 
needs. We examined 22 agency characteristics to determine 
factors most closely related to the number of internal auditors 
required to meet minimum statutory requirements. We identlfied 
four primary characteristics: 1) level of annual expenditures; 2) 
number of agency employees; 3) number of operating divisions 
within the agency; and 4) hours required to pe~form regularly 
scheduled OAG compliance audits. 
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In developing criteria for use in the model, we identified 
nine State agencies having adequate internal audit functions. 
These agencies served as the base measurement to predict the 
needs of all the other agencies. (The next section describes the 
criteria used to select the nine agencies.) It is possible that 
the estimates from our model are understated since we used 
staffing levels at nine agencies where four chief internal 
auditors said they were understaffed. Further, some chief 
internal auditor's estimates of the optimum number of auditors 
needed were much higher than the estimates created by the model. 

TABLE 5 -
ESTIMATES OF OPTIMUM NUMBER OF STAFF 

NEEDED FOR EFFECTIVE INTERNAL AUDITING 

37 AGENCIES . 
Current ... 155 auditors 

SOURCE Of ESTIMATE 
Total Increase 

OAG Model 239 84 (54%) 

OAG Asst. Auditors 231 76 (49%) 

Agency Directors 215 60 (39%) 

Chief Internal Auditors 245 90 (58%) 

Source a OM Statistical Model1 OAG Agency Director 
Survey; OAG Chief Internal Auditor Survey1 and 
Estimates of OAG Special Assistant Auditors 

Table 5 shows that between 60 and 90 additional auditors are 
needed at the 37 agencies where we were able to gather estimates 
from all four sources. All sources affirmed that additional 
auditors are needed. Moreover, all four estimates indicated that 
the optimum number of auditors for these 37 agencies {215 to 245) 
exceeds the current number of auditors (208) at all 50 agencies. 

Summary 

Internal audit units have not received a sufficient share 
of agency funds to hire enough.staff. When we collected estimates 
to determine optimum staffing levels, all sources agreed.that 
more staff is needed for internal audit programs. Additionally, 
while chief internal auditors and directors di$agreed as to the 
sufficiency of interna.l audit budgets, a high percentage (about 
63%) of internal audit units for which data was available have 
seen a decrease in their proportionate share of the budget. 
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eight of the nine agencies were evaluated as having an adequate 
budget for training and all nine chief internal auditors said 
their training budget was sufficient. 

All nine audit units performed follow-up reviews that were 
supported by documentation. Moreover, their recommendations were 
implemented, on an average, over 85 percent of the time. Eight 
of the nine directors reported that the internal audit programs 
had improved the agency's internal controls, increased efficiency 
of operations, and improved program effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The State's full-time programs of internal auditing have 
made progress since the statutory requirement was first adopted 
in 1967. Illinois has a reasonably good Internal Auditing Act 
and a relatively sound internal audit structure. 

The results of this audit demonstrate that most internal 
audit units are not complying with the requirements of the Act. 
Currently, internal audit units are not adhering to a uniform set 
of audit standards; continuing professional education and 
training is inconsistent from agency to agency; and some auditor 
qualifications are inadequate. In addition, some internal 
auditors are performing operational duties which impair their 
independence, and at some agencies, the chief internal auditor 
does not report directly to the director of the agency as 
required by statute and recommended by professional standards. 

We recommend that the General Assembly consider the 
following changes to the Internal Auditing Act: 

1. Require all departments subject to the "Civil 
Administrative Code" and other large non-code agencies 
to establish internal audit programs; 

2. Provide a formal procedure by which the Legislative 
Audit Commission may recommend for the Governor' s 
consideration any other agencies which should be 
designated to have internal auditing; 

3. Establish an office under the Governor to provide 
internal audit services to those agencies which are 
accountable to the Governor and which are not required 
to have a full~time internal audit program; 

4. Require that chief internal auditors and their staffs 
be freed of all operational duties; 

5. Revise the requirements for the position of chief 
internal auditor to reflect current governmental audit 
requirements; 

6. Require that audits on a test basis of expenditures, 
obligations, receipts, and grants be conducted within a 
two-year time-frame and require audit plans to cover a 
two-year period; 

7. Require directors to certify that their internal audit 
units have prepared and followed a two-year audit plan, 
that the agency has adequate internal controls, and 
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Considering the many OAG compliance audit findings and ~he 
deficiencies noted earlier in this chapter, resource allocat~on 
must be considered if internal audit programs are to improve 
their performance. 

EFFECTIVE INTERNAL AUDIT UN:J:TS 

In constructing our model to estimate the number of internal 
auditors needed at each agency, we selected certain internal 
audit units to use as a base measurement. We selected these 
internal audit units because they, more than others: 

1. generally complied with all or most statutory 
requirements; 

2. maintained their independence; 

3. attended to the training needs of audit staff; 

4. followed up on audit recommendations. 

Moreover, managers at these agencies were receptive to 
implementing internal audit recommendations. The nine agencies 
selected were: 

Employment Security 
Housing Development Authority 
Northern Illinois University 
State Scholarship Commission 
Teachers Retirement System 

Comptroller 
Public Aid 
Revenue 
Transportation 

While four of the nine chief internal auditors said their 
audit units were understaffed and two said their units were 
underfunded, all nevertheless have been able to establish 
adequate internal audit programs. 

At these nine agencies, all major audits were consistently 
performed. We found only three instances where the internal audit 
unit did not conduct all required audits: Northern Illinois 
University did not review all internal controls; the 
Comptroller's office did not review grants; and the Department of 
Transportation did not conduct EDP reviews~ although EDP reviews 
are now being conducted. We found no evidence that chief 
internal auditors at these agencies were performing operational 
duties which would have impaired their independence. Seven of 
these internal audit units had a direct reporting relationship 
with their agency director. 

The Department of Revenue and the Department of 
Transportation were the only two agencies which had a written 
training plan, but all nine internal audit units address training 
needs through the compl~tion of courses or seminars. Moreqver, 
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that they have complied with the provisions specified 
in the Act; 

8. Create an advisory audit board to interact with the 
Governor's office of internal audits in the areas of 
audit standards, ethics, training, and peer review. 

We believe that these changes will overcome most of the 
prob 1 ems in I 11 inoi s' internal audit prbgr.;ims. and wi 11 
significantly enhance the use of internal auditing in the 
future. 

', 
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APPENDIX A Legislative Audit Commission 

RESOLUTION NO. 78 
Presented at the request of the Auditor General 

WHEREAS, the Internal Auditing Act spec1f1es that certain State agencies 
shall establish a full-time program of internal auditing to audit internal 
accounting and administrative controls; electronic data processing systems; 
grants; obl1gat1ons, receipt, and use of public funds; {lnd such other operations 
and activities ·as. required fn accordance with applicable laws and regulat1o!Js 
and professional standards and ethics; and 

WHEREAS, the Auditor General has reported 96 internal aud1t compliance 
f1nd1ngs for 36 different State agencies over a recent four-year period; and 

WHEREAS, these reported findings involve virtually every facet of the 
internal audit functions, including unqualified auditors, failure to establish 
internal aud1t functions, failure to carry out statutory duties and 
responsibilities, lack of audit positions and resources, lack. of quality in 
audits performed, lack of follow-up on recommendations made, and organizational 
repor~ing impairments, among others; and 

WHEREAS, the problems noted with the internal audit function reduce 
reliance on agency systems and control? and increase the scope of work required 
by independent auditors; and 

WHEREAS, the number of compliance audit findings reported by the Auditor 
Genera 1 (1, 043 f n FY 1984 and 1, 003 1 n FY 1985) m1 ght be greatly reduced and 
agency management s1gn1f1cantly strengthened with an improved internal audit 
funct 1on; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the legislative Audft Commission of the 
State of Illinois that the Auditor General is directed to conduct a management 
audit of the pol1c1es, procedures, and practices of the State's programs of 
internal aud1t1ng; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this audit shall include, but need not be 
limited to, the following determinations: 

1. Whether the policies, procedures, and practices of agency programs of 
internal auditing comply with statutes and meet professional 
standards for quality, fieldwork, reporting, and ethfcs; and 

2. Whether internal audit personnel, resource·s, and training provide 
acceptable audit coverage and quality; and 

3. Whether internal auditing programs are effective and whether findings 
and recommendations are implemented and followed-up. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Auditor General shall commence this audit 
fmmedfately and shall report h1s findings and recommendations as soon as 
possible 1n accordance with the provisions of the Illinois State Auditing Act. 
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Adopted this 9th day of April, 1987. 

£k~~ 
Sam M. Vadalab~ne 
Secretary 
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APPENDIX B 

127 1J 133dll CHAPTER 127-STATE GOVERNMENT 2006 

INTERNAL AUDITING 
AN ACf relating to internal auditing in State government. 

Laws 1967, p. 2938, approved and eff. Aug. 11, 1967. ·,~ 

136.1. Provam of intemid auditi!\1 
§ 1. All Departments of State government designated 

by the Governor subject to "The Civil Administrative Code 
of Illinois'? the Secretary of State, the State Comptro1ler, 
the State Trea.surer, the Attorney General, the State 
Board of Education, State colleges and universities, and 
any other State agency designa~ by the ~v~rnor, shall 
establish a full-time program of mternal auditing. 

The fact that an agency is not required to have a 
full·time program of internal auditing qoes not release an 
agency from its responsibility to maintain an adequte 
internal control system. 
Amended by P.A. 83-301, § 1, eff. Sept. 14, 1983. 

I Paragraph 1 et seq. of this chapter. 

136.2. Appointment of internal audito........qualifieations 
§ 2. The chief executive officer of ~y State a~~ 

req·uired to have a full-time pro~~ of mte~ au~g 
under this Act shall appoint a chief mternal auditor who IS 
a certified public accountant or an auditor or accountant 
with 5 years auditing experience. The chief internal audi
tor shall report directly to the chief executive officer of a 
State agency, in the exercise of auditing activities, and 
shall ~ free of all operational and management respoMi· 
bilities which would impair the auditor's ability to make 
independent reviews of all aspects of the agency's opera· 
tions. 
Amended by P.A. 83-301, § 1, eff. Sept. 14, 1983. 

136.3. Internal auditing program-Requirements 
§ 3. The chief executive officer of any State agency 

required to have a full-time program of internal auditing 
under this Act shall ensure that the internal auditing 
program includes: 

(a) An audit plan which identifies the individual audits 
to be conducted during the year, 

(b) Audits of the agency's systems of internal account
ing control and internal administrative control on a period
ic basis so that all such systems are reviewed every 2 
years; 

(c) Audits on a test basis of the agency's obligation, 
expenditure, receipt, and use of public funds of the State 
and of funds held in trust to detennine whether such 
activities are in accordance with applicable la\VS and regu
lations; 

(d) Audits on a test basis of grants received or made by 
the agency to determine that such grants are monitored, 
administered and accQunted for in accordance with applica· 
ble laws and regulations; 

(e) Reviews- of the design of major new electronic data 
processing systems and major modifications thereto prior 
to their installation to ensure these systems provide for 
adequate audit trails and accountability; 

(f) Special audits of the operations, procedures, pro
grams, electronic data processing systems, and activities 
of the agency as directed by the chief executive officer of 
the agency; and 

(g) Any other audits n~ssary to maintain an adequate 
program of internal auditing as required by professional 
ethics and standards. 

Each chief intemal auditor, in addition to any other 
power or duty authorized by law, required by professional 
ethics, or asaigned consistent with this Act, shall have the 
powers necessary to carry out the duties required by this 
Act. 

Amended by P.A. 88-801, § 1, eff. Sept. 14, 1983. 

136.4. Consultations by internal auditor 
f 4. Each chief internal auditor appointed under this 

Act may consult with the Auditor General. the Department 
t;Jf. Central Management Services, the Illinois Economic and 
Fisea1 Commission, the Appropriations Committees of the 
General Assembly and the Bureau of the Budget on mat
rem affecting the duties or responsibilities under this Act. 
Amended by P.A. 83-301, § 1, eff. Sept. 14, 1983. 

186.5. Short title 
§ 5. This Act shall be known and may be cited as the 

"Internal Auditing Act". 
Added by P .A. 83-301, § 1, eff. Sept. 14, 1983. 

Source: Illinois Revised Statutes 1987, State Bar Association 
Edition, West Publishing Cqmpany, St. Paul, MN. 
1988. 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY OF SURVEY OF OTHER STATES 

We surveyed the other 49 states to find out which states 
require internal auditing at their agencies. Survey 
questionnaires were sent to legislative auditors; state auditors, 
and/or state fiscal officials in each state. The questionnaires 
were designed to find out whether the state requires internal 
auditing at agencies and, if so, 

0 the source of thai requirement, 

0 the types of ·audits required, 

0 the organization of internal auditing, 

0 the standards that are followed, and 

0 t·he qualifications internal auditors must have. 

We received 44 responses. Hawaii, Indiana, Massachusetts, 
and Oklahoma did not respond. Five of the 4 4 states which 
responded said that they require some or all of their agencies to 
have an internal audit program. These five states were Florida, 
Maine, Michigan, New York, and Virginia. The Governor of Texas, 
however, issued a di.rective requiring internal auditing at some 
agencies after their survey was returned. 

Seven states responded that they have internal auditing at 
some agencies, even though there is no requirement for the 
agencies to do so. Two of these seven states (California and 
Pennsylvania) have some requirements regarding internal auditing 
at those agencies which have an internal audit function. 

Four states require that specific types of. audits be 
conducted. Those audits and the number of states requiring them 
are shown in Appendix Table 1. 

APPENDIX TABLE 1 
AUDITS REQUIRED BY OTHER STATES 

STA~E FINANCIAL COMPLIANCE PERFORMANCE EDP 
OPERATIONAL 

California X X X X 

Florida X X X X 

Maine X X X 

Virginia X 
·-

X X X 
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Nine states said that they rely on internal audit reports. 
·Three rated their states' internal audit units as very effective, 
six gave ratings of somewhat effective, and two states rated 
their internal audit programs as not effective. No respondant 
said that they would not rely on internal audit reports. 

We asked the officials surveyed to rate how effective they 
thought internal audit programs had been in four different areas. 
Their responses are given in Appendix Table 2. 

All states which had internal auditing said that internal 
auditing in their state was decentralized. In other words, 
internal auditors are phyai~ally located within individual 
agencies and report to agency directors (some ~eport to others in 
government as well)·· One state • s internal audit structure was 
both centralized and decentralized. In Virginia, internal 
auditing at agencies that have their own programs is 
decentralized, and internal auditing at agencies without 
internal audit programs is performed by a group of auditors in 
the Department of the State Internal Auditor. Two other states 
said agencies contracted with firma outaide · of state government 
to perform audits. 

APPENDIX TABLE 2 

EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRAMS 

SOMEWH)\.T NOT 
AREA BENEFICIAL BENEFICIAL BENEFICIAL 

ProgJ;am Michigan New Jersey Missouri 
Effectiveness South .Carolina Virginia California 

,: 
Tennessee North Carolina 

Iowa 

Internal South Carolina California Iowa 
Controls Mail',le Missouri 

Tennessee North Carolina 
Virginia 
Michigan 
New Jersey 

Efficiency of Michigan North Carolina Missouri 
Operations South Carolina California Iowa 

Tennessee 
New Jersey 

Financial Ma.ine North carolina California 
Reporting Michigan Missouri Iowa #' , 

South Caroli.na New Jersey 
Virginia Tennessee 

Notez More than one official was surveyed in some states, and 
different responses were given for some of the 
categories. The most favorable response was used for. 
those states. 
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Ten states responded that chief internal auditors must meet 
some requirements for their position. Qualifications for chief 
internal auditors are given in Appendi~ Table 3. 

STATE 

California 

Florida 

APPENDIX~~ABLE 3 

QUALIFICATIONS FOR CHIEF' INTERNAL AUDITORS 

QUALIFICATIONS 

Bachelor degree 

Bachelor degree, 
4 years experience 
of the followinga 
MPA, CIA, or CPA 

(3 years, if any one 
MBA, MA (Accounting), 

Iowa Bachelor degree 

Maine Bachelor degree, 
6 years experience 

Michigan Bachelor degree 

New Jersey Bachelor degree (or equivalent experience), 
3•7 years experience 

North Carolina Bachelor degree 
4 years experience 

South Carolina Some college (minimum 15 hours in 
accounting), 6 years experience 

Tennessee Bachelor degree 
5 years experience or 
4 years with CPA 

Virginia Bachelor degree, 
7 years experience, and CIA, CPA, or CISA 

' 
we asked which set. of professional auditing standards 

internal audit units generally followed. Information on the 
types of standards followed by each state is given in Appendix 
Table 4. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 4 ., .. 

- -
. PROFESSONAL STANDARDS USED 

INSTITUTE OF GENERAL ·AMERICAN ... ;.._ 

INTERNAL ~COtmTING INSTITUTE 
STATE AUDITORS OFFICE OF CP~ OTHER REQUIRED 

California X 
··;-· yes =~; .... 

. • 

Florida X X X yes 
' 

Iowa no 
~ .' 

' 
Maine X X yea 

.. - - . ···-·-
Michigan X 

- no 

Miaaouri X X X no 

New York X X yea 
.... (IIA) 

Pennsylvania X yes 
-

New Jersey X X X X no 

North X X no 
Carolina 

-

South X X X no 
Carolina 

Tennessee X X X yes 

Virqinia X X X yes 

.. 
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APPENDIX D 

MODEL LEGISLATION FOR THE ADOPTION BY 
-STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUDITORS 

- -··' OF THE· 
STANDARDS'FOR THE PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF INTERNAL AUDITING 

PUBLISHED BY 
THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL. AUDITORS 

DIGEST 

1. Existing Law: 

Except where· audits are performed upon Federal Grant 
·programs· under the Single Audit Act of 1984, existing law 
does not specify the standards that the st~te and local 
governments must follow during the conduct of an audit. 

2. Adoption of Standards: 

This bill would require all public agency auditors to 
utilize as standards of internal auditing the "Standards for 
the Professional Practice of Internal·Auditing", as 
published by The Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. , in 
its seventh printing, dated February 1984, and subsequent 
authoritative pronouncements on Internal Auditing Standards 
and Statements on Internal Auditing published by The 
Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. ("Standards").* 

3 . Audit Reports : 

All audit reports would be required to include a statement 
as to whether the audit was conducted pursuant to the 
... standards" . * 

4. Recommendation to Establish an Internal Audit Function: 

This bill would recommend that all state and local 
governments with $ or more annual spending to 
consider establishing an ongoing internal audit function. 

5. Enforcement/Oversight: 

This bill would require the [Director of Finance] 
[Controller} [Auditor General] to conduct an annual 'rev~ew 
in cdnjunction with the annual audit of state or local 
government financial statements, or when otherwise directed 
by the [legislative audit committee], of all state or local 
government auditing functions, for variance from the general 
practice. 
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6. 

DIGEST (continued) 

Further, it would require-the [Directqr of Finance] 
[Controller J [Auditor. General] to ~ubmi t reports to the 
Legislature and appropriate entities regarding significant 
variance~ from the general practice.·· 

Waiver from Compliance: 

This bill would also give local governments the option to 
comply with the standards, as indicated, ·and would authorize 
the [legislative audit committee] to grant waivers to any 
local g~vernment from compliance with the standards. 

[SECTION l·] The [Director of Finance] ·[controller) [Auditor 
General], and respective staffs thereof, all state and local 
governments that have their own internal auditors, or that have 
internal audits conducted under contract, or that conduct 
internal audit activities, shall utilize as standards of internal 
auditing and audit activities, shall ut.i.lize as standards of 
internal auditing the publication entitled "Standards for the 
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing", as published by The 
Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. in its seventh printing, 
dated February 1984, and subsequent authoritative pronouncements 
on Internal Auditing Standards and State~ents on Internal 
Auditing Standards published by the Institute of Internal 
Auditors, Inc. ("Standards").* 

[SECTION 2.] All audit reports issued by internal auditors 
enumerated in SECTION 1. must include a statement as to whether 
the audit was conducted pursuant to the "Standards".* 

[SECTION 3.] All state and local entities with an aggregate 
spending of million. dollars ( $ ) or more annually 
shall consider establishing an ongoing internal audit function. 

[SECTION 4.] The [Director of Finance] [Controller]. [Auditor 
General} shall, in cioordinating the internal auditors of state 
entities, insure that these auditors utilize the "Standards". 

The [Director of Finance] [Controller] [Auditor General] shall, 
in conjuction with his annual audit of state financial 
statements, or when otherwise directed by the [legis.J.ative audit 
committtee], .test compliance with this section and report to the 
Legislature and the respective governmental entities on any 
significant variances from the general and specific standaras for 
the professional practice of internal auditing. 

[SECTION 5.] Notwithstanding the provisions of SECTION 1., the 
[legislative audit committee] may, by a majority vote, grant a 
waiver to any entity that petitions the committee from compliance 
with any standard prescribed in SECTION 1 .. 
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[SECTION 6.] Notwithstanding the'provisions of SECTION 1., if an 
entity determines that the implementation of any specific 
standard enumerated in SECTION·!. would result·in net additional 
costs which exceed any potential savings, the governing body of 
that entity shall have the option to determine the degree of 
implementation of the specified standard. 

DEFINITIONS AND NOTES RELATED TO THE HODEL LEGISLATION 

DEFINITIONS: 

As a convenience, the words "state", "entity" and "local 
entities" are use in the model legislation. 

The word "state" may be interchanged with "province" or any 
appropriate entity. 

The wo.rds "entity" and "local entities" apply to any and all 
such ~tate, county and municipal governments, agencies, 
authorities, districts, and related bodies. Each state would 
choose the appropriate wording, such as: 

"Local governments, counties, tax districts, utility 
districts, political subdivisions, state departments, 
boards, commissions, institutuions, agencies, 
authorities, or other entities of the state", or, 

"Controller, Department of Finance, state agencies, 
cities, counties, and districts." 

NOTES: 

* The wording " ..• and/or to other such standards as directed 
or appropriate" may be added to allow for the adoption of 
such standards as the "Standards for Audit of Governmental 
Organizations, Programs, Activities and Functions", 
published by the United States General Accounting Office. 

The titles in bracket.s, [Director of Finance], (Controller], 
[Auditor General], and [legislative audit committee] vary from 
state to state. Each state would choose the appropriate offices 
for the various sections of the legislation. 
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APPENDIX E 
\ NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTES 

Non-Compliance Denoted by X 

Chief 
Auditor 

Administrative Expenditure Qualified 
AGENCIES NAMED & Accounting Receipts EDP Grant Audit When Operational Report to 
IN STATUTE .Audits Audits . Reviewall Reviews Plan Hired Duties ~tor 

Attorney General X X ' if ,1~.·~1 •. X 

Board of Education X 

Chicago State xs X N/A2 

Community College of 
East St. Louie X X N/AJ X 

Comptroller xl2 

Eastern Illinois Univ, )( X 

Governors State Univ. X X xs X 
I 

Illinois State Univ, l X X U1 
-..1 ., 
I Northeastern Ill. Univ. xs X ' ~, ' ,,_1 X 

Northern Illinois Univ. X 

Sangamon State Univ. X X N/Al N/Al N/Al 

Secretary of State · X X X 

Southern Illinois Univ. X X 

Treasurer X N/A4 X 

University of Illinois xl4 X 

Western Illinois Univ. x6 
!_', 

AGENCIES 
DESIGNATED BY 
THE GOVERNOR 

• ' 
Aging X X X 

Agriculture X X 



APPENDIX E 
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTES 

Non-Canpliance Denoted by X 

Chief ' Auditor • 
AGENCIES Administrative Expenditure Qualified 
DESIGNATED BY & Accounting Receipts EDP Grant Audit When· Operational Report to 
THE GOVERNOR Audits Audits Reviewsll Reviews ~ Hired ~ies Director 

Alcohol & Substance Abuse X X X X X X 

Board of Higher Education X X 

Capital Development Board x9 . X 

Central Management Svca. X X X X 

Children and Family Svcs. X 

Commerce and .Community 
Affairs X X X 

Conservation X 

Corrections i· 
X ' X X I 

co 
State Employees• Retirement 1/'} 

System X N/A4 I 

Energy and Natural 
Reaourcaa )( xl6 X 

Environmental Protection 
Agency X X X X X NJA2 

Industrial Commission Doss not have an internal audit function. 

Inaurancs )( NfA4 

Mental Health )( X )( . 
Mines and Minerala Did not have an internal audit function.& 

Public Aid x7 
Public Health X X X X X X 

Racing BoardlO X X X xB X X 

\ 
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APPENDIX E 
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTES 

Non-Compliance Denoted by X 

Chief 
Auditor 

AGENCIES Administrative Expenditure Qualified 
DESIGNATED BY &: Accounting Receipts £DP Grant Audit When · .Operational Report to 
THE GOVERNOR Audita Audits Reviewall Reviews lli!L Hired .~ies Director 

Professional Regulation X X N/A4 )( 

Formerly Registration 
and Education 

Rehabilitation Services X X X X X 

Revenue N/A4 

State Scholarship 
Commission 

State Police X X X 

Teachers' Retirement 
N/A4 I Syatem l 

ll'1 
~ Transportation X X I 

State University Retire-
N/A4 ment System X X 

Veterans Affaire X 

Commerce Commission xl5 )( 

AGENCIES WHICH 
VOLUNTARILY 
CREATED 
PROGRAM 

Community College Board X X X 

Employment Security X 

Housing Development 
Authority, . 

Financial Institutions X X X N/A4 N/Al N/Al N/A1 



', 

APPENDIX E 
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTES 

Non-Compliance Denoted by X 

Chief • ' 
AGENCIES WHICH Auditor 
VOLUNTARILY Administrative Expenditure Qualified 
CREATED. & Accounting Receipts EDP Grant Audit When Operational Report to 
PROGRAM Audita Audits Reviewal! Reviews Plan Hired Duties Director 

lottery X X X NJA4 

Toll Highway Authority X X N/A4 

TOTAL fOR AGENCIES 
HAVING INTERNAL 
AUDIT fUNCTION (50) 33 a 29 12 7 2 12 14 

~ No chief internal auditor or audit staff at agency. 
Auditor not designated aa chief internal auditor. 

3 No qualifications necessary when chief internal auditor was hired. 
4 Agency did not receive or make grants. 
~ Part of computer consortium, but still need to conduct EDP reviaws to ensure audit trails. 

No documentation that EDP systems were thoroughly reviewed. 
7 Subsequent to completion of fieldwork, reporting changed, Internal auditor does not have full access to agency 

information. 
: Subsequent to completion of fieldwork, program established, 

10 
Only EDP portion of Audita not completed. 
Program. established in January 1997. 

11 The res~lta for EDP reviews shown in Appendix E focus solely on the review of new systems or major modifications to 
existing systems as required by the Internal Auditing Act. for an analysis of EDP audit coverage, us1ng the Act and 
professional standards as criteria, see Appendix G. 

12 Grant program established 11-25-95, audit included in fY88 audit plan. 
13 The Racing Board disagreed that the Race Track Improvement fund is a grant. According to the Comptroller's Uniform 

14 
Statewide Accounting System (CUSAS), however, these funds are appropriated, expended, and classified as grant funds. 
University of Illinois responded that internal audit unit has received permission from the LAC to determine audit 
coverage by risk analysis, thereby relieving them from the responsibility to audit all systems. This agreement, 
however, was not in effect during the period we examined. 

15 The Commerce Commission disagreed with our finding since they use OAG Internal Control Survey to develop "risk fac
tore11 and subsequent workplans for internal control audita. Completing only this survey form, however, does not 
constitute an adequate and thorough audit of' internal controls. 

16 The Department of Energy ·and Natural Resources disagreed with our finding that they failed to conduct EDP or grant 
reviews for the two-year period. Agency responses obtained during fieldwork, however, indicate that no EDP audita or 
grant reviews were conducted. 

I 
0 
1.0 
I 



APPENDIX F 
ESTIMATES OF AUDITORS NEEDED 

Chief OAG Asst OAG 
Auditor Director Auditor Hodel Actual 

Agency Estimates Estimates Estimates Estimates Number 

Aging 2.0 1.0 1.0 3.5 1.0 

Agriculture 2.0 1.0 1.5 5.5 1.0 

Alcohol Substance Abuse 2.0 4.0 Hissing 1.5 1.0 

Attorney General 3.0 2.0 2.0 3.5 2.0 

Board of Education u.o Hissing 10.0 14.5 8.0 

Board of Higher Education 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

Capital Development Board 4.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 

DCHS 6.0 5.0 7.0 8.5 2.0 

Chicago St. Univ** 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 

DCFS 12.0 13.0 25.0 17.0 7.0-

OCCA 8.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 2.0 

Community College Board 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 

Comm. College of E. St. louis 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Comptroller* 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.5 5.0 

Conservation 7.0 Missing 6.0 6.5 6.0 

Corrections 13.0 13.0 11.0 30.5 9.0 

Eastern Illinois Univ. 3.0 2:0 3.0 2.5 1.0 

St. Employee Retire. System 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Employment Security* 10.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 

Energy Natural Resources 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 
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APPENDIX F 
ESTIMATES OF AUDITORS NEEDED 

Chief OAG Asst. OAG 
Auditor Director Auditor Model Actual 

Agency Estimates Estimates Estimates Estimates Number 

EPA Hissing 4.0 -~t~ 5.0 . 5.0 1.0 

Financial Institutions Hissing 1.0 1.0 3.0 0.0 

Governors State Univ. 2.0 Hissing 1.0 1.5 1.0 

Housing Devlpmnt Auth.* 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 

Industrial Commission Hissing Hissing 1.0 1.0 o.o 

Insurance 2.0 . 2.0 z.o 3.0 i.O 

lottery 3.0 Hissing 2.0 2.0 1.0 

Mental Health Hissing Hissing 20.0 35.5 12.0 

Mines and Minerals Hissing Hissing Hissing 3.5 o.o 

Northeastern IL Univ. 2.0 Hissing 2.0 2.5 1.0 

Northern Il Univ.* 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 

Public Aid* 38.0 32.0 34.0 22.0 22.0 

Public Health 8.0 8.0 9.0 6.0 5.0 

Racing Board Hissing 1.0 Hissing 2.5 1.0 

Professional Regulation 5.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 
(formerly Registration and 
Education) 

Rehab. Services 4.0 4.0 4.0 9.0 3.0 

Revenue* 19.0 15.0 15.0 12.5 12.0 
t 

Sangamon St. Univ. Hissing 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.0 ' 

St. Scholarship Comm.* 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 . , 
Sec. of State 6.0 7.0 (j.O 6.5 6.0 
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APPENDIX F 
ESTIMATES OF AUDITORS NEEDED 

Chief OAG Asst OAG 
Auditor Director Auditor Hodel Actual 

Agency Estimates Estimates Estimates Estimates Number 

Southern Il Univ. 15.0 11.0 13.Q 11.5 10.0 

State Polke 7.0 5.0 5.0 7.5 3.0 

Teachers Retirement* 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 

Toll Highway Auth. 8.0 4.0 6.0 2.5 4.0 

Transportation* 25.0 26.0 24.5 22.5 22.0 

Treasurer 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 1.5 

Univ. of Illinois 24.0 20.0 Hissing 31.5 20.0 

Univ. Retire. System 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Veteran Affairs 5.0 2.0 3.0 3.5 2.0 

Western Il Univ. 3.0 Hissing 2.5 2.5 1.0 

Illinois State Univ. 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 2.0 

Il Commerce Commission 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 

Total 299.0 246.0 282.5 354.0 208.5 
======:z ======= ::::=::::::=::! =======- =z===== 

Number 
of Agencies 45.0 43.0 48.0 52.0 52.0 

Notes 

Missing - Data unavailable or individual did not respond or did not know a suitable estimate. 

* - Agency was used as criteria in OAG model. Thus, model estimates for these agencies will reflect 
actual numbers and should not be considered as an estimate. See other estimates jor optimum 
number of auditors needed at these agencies. 

** - Response provided by staff auditor; no designated chief auditor. 

See Appendix H for estimates of EOP auditors needed. 
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APPENDIX G 

!l<)DEL ME'l'HODOLOGY 

We estimated the number of a"Qditors needed at each agency 
by applying regression equations to a theoretical ;model. The 
model was built after identifying quantitative fac:tors which 
might affect the internal audit .unit's workload and then 
se·lecting agencies to use in the initial regression equation. 

The dependent variable used in the initial regression 
equation was the number of auditors at nine agencies with 
adequate internal audit programs~- After identifying several 
independent variables. and testing for multi-collinearity, the 
following were found to significantly effect the dependent 
variable: 

1. number of agency employees 
2 . am.ount of expend! tures 
3. number of divisions 
4. number of audit hours by OAG contract auditors 

These five variables (one dependent and four independent) 
were used in the regression equation to create coefficients for 
the formula. Th.e formula was constructed in the following 
format: 

Internal Auditors 
Needed at = 
Each Agency 

Div ::::; number 
Cont Hrs :;:: number 

Exp = amount 
Emps = number 

Constant + B(Div) + B2(Cont Hrs) + 
B3(Exp) + B4(Emps) 

of divisions, 
of contract audit hours, 
of expenditures, 
of employees, and 

B = the coefficient for each variable. 

The suminary statistics generated by the initial equation are 
listed below; 

Adjusted R2 .99092 

F = 219.29584 
Signif F = .0001 
Standard Error'of Estimate= 1.1316 
T-Score ( 90% Confidence Interval) = 1. 533 
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Unstandardized '1' Sig 
Variable Coefficient(B.) Score of '1' 

Divisions 0 3.9736 8.515 .0010 
Contract Hours .00027 2.824 .0477 
Expep.ditures .00020 - 4.950 .0078 
EmplQy&ea .oooJ2 4.568 .0103 

\~ 

Constant -.5741 

The high· value (clos~ to 1) ftir the coefficient of 
determination ( R2) indicated that the independent variables did 
have explanatory power in accounting for the ~hanges i~ the 
v~lues of the dependent v~~iable. A.high R2 signifias a 
"goodness of fit", that_is, to what degree the independent 
variables can explain the variation in the dependent variable. 

- . 
The significance levels for the coefficients verified that 

multi-collinearity among the foU:r independent variables could be 
ruled out. Moreover,. the. significance levels indicated that all 
four variables have an effect on the variation of the dependent 
variable. 

Each of the four independ~nt variables affected the 
dependent variable in a positive direction and the constant (or 
intercept) in the equation is close to the point of origin (a 
value of 0 on a regression linet~ thus, the statistics are 
appropriate for use in a formula which will estimate. the number 
of auditors in each agency. Since the constant is close to the 
point of origin, and theoretically, all agencies would begin at a 
point of origin (0), we decided not to use the constant within 
the equation. 

A high estimate was obtained by using. thi~"' formula and 
adding the product of the T-Score and the Standard Error of the 
Estimate. A low estimate was calculated by subtracting the 
product of the T-Score and t.he Standard 'Error of t.he Estimate.· 
We chose to use the average of the high and low estimates for our 
final estimate. · 

The dependent variable was the actual number of auditors at 
the nine agencies and not the number the chief internal auditors, 
the directors, and our special assistant auditors s~id were 
needed by the agencies. At eight of these agencies, the chief 
internal auditors estimated that they needed additional auditors 
to perform all the audits necessary to maximize the benefits of 
having internal auditing. Therefore, the model may underestimate 
the number of auditors at some agencies. 
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e SPECIRUM CONSULnNG GROUP, INC APPENDIX H 

:I INTRODUCTION 

!,(agislative Audit Commission Resolution No. 78 directed 
the Auditor ·General to conduct a management audit of the 
state's programs of internal auditing. Spectrt.rm Consulting 
Group was assigned to assess the current capacity of State 
agencies to ·conduct EDP audits which are explicitly or 
implicitly required by the Internal Auditing Act (Ill. Rev. 
Stat. 1985, ch. 127, par. 136) and professional standards. 
This report presents our conclusions and r~ommendations. 

II BACKGROtnm 

To comply with the Internal Auditing Act (the Act), 
internal auditors within .State agencies must study, evaluate 
and test electronic data processing (EDP) systems.for the 
following reasons: First, the Act requires internal auditors 
to review newly installed EDP systems or major modifications 
to existing systems prior to their installation to ensure 
that these systems provide for adequate audit trails and 
accountability. Second, EDP systems must be reviewed to 
effectively evaluate internal accounting and administrative 
controls. Third, the Act requires internal audit ·units to 
conduct any audits which are necessary to maintain 
professional standards. Professional standards issued by -the 
u.s. General Accounting Office ("Standards For Audit of 
Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and 
Functions") and by the American Institute Of Certified Public 
Accountants (AU Section 320 or Statement of Auditing 
standards) clearly require EDP audits when an automated 
system is used in agency operations. · 

Internal controls over computer processing include both 
manual procedures and procedures designed into computer 
programs. These internal cc:mtrol procedures affect the EDP 
environment (general EDP controls) and the specific controls 
over accounting applications (EDP application controls). 
General EDP controls establish a framework to control EDP 
activities and to assure that the overall objectives of 
internal control are achieved. EDP application controls 
establish specific control procedures over accounting 
applications in order to assure that all transactions are 
accurately and expeditiously authorized, processed and 
recorded. 

State agencies with rel,.atively complex data processing 
systems must have EDP auditors within their internal audit 
units. The actual number, experience, and skills required of 
EDP auditors at each agency depends on the complexity of 
their EDP environment and on their reliance on EDP systems 
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for administrative and accounting functions. The freqUency 
and magnitude of EDP installations or modifications-must also 
be con,;idered •. overall, _th~ internal audit-unit must have 
knowledge and experience in EDP environments to effectively 
audit automated systems. 

III APPBQACB- '>;;/ 
1 -~,;..' 

In order to assess the capability and performance of 
state agencies in conducting internal EDP audits, we· 
developed an EDP Manager Survey and an EDP Environmental Form 
to gather information about EDP systems and EDP staff at each 
agency. These data, along with selected responses from the 
Director and Chief Internal Auditor surveys, were used to 
identify EDP ar~as which need to be audited. 

To calculat~ the n:tnnber of EDP auditors-needed at each 
agency, we deter.mineci the complexity of each applicable audit 
area and estimated the number of hours·required·to audit the 
area based on a defined level of auditor expertise and the 
scope of audit work desired (see Appendix A). This 
information was compared to the number of existing EDP 
auditors to draw conclusions (see Appendix B) •. 

The Internal Auditing Act and three sets of professional 
standards (American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, General Accounting Office, Institute of Intet"nal 
Auditors) were used to determine the EDP areas needing audit 
coverage and the scope of such coverage. The Office of the 
Auditor General's 1986 Third Party Review of the Bureau of 
Information and communications Services (BICS) provided a 
guide to defining general and application controls within an 
agency•s EDP environment. 

The conclusions presented in the next section were 
derived from analyzing data from selected state agtancies. 
Of 58 agencies designated as auditees by the Office of the 
AUditor General, 48 agencies provided a completed EDP 
Environmental Form and 50 agencies participated in the EDP 
Managers Survey. 

IV RESULTS 01' SURVBJ UALJSl:S 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

overall, we found EDP audit coverage by State of 
Illinois internal audit units to be deficient.. No agency 
performed all EDP audit work mandated by the Internal 
Auditing Act; however, some internal audit units audited EDP 
general controls even though they had no designated EDP 
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internal auditor. While internal auditors in 26 agencies 
indicated they had an EDP audit position or assigned auditors 
responsibility for general controls work, only ten agencies . 
have designated EDP auditors, as determined through review of 
responses to survey questions and by reading resumes to 
confirm qualifications, of which ·nine (Departments of 
Children & Family Services, Commerce and Community ·Affairs, 
Corrections,' Public Aid, and Revenue, and the Office of the 
Comptroller, Secretary of State, Southern Illinois University 
and the University of Illinois) have full-time EDP auditors. 

Deficient EDP auditing at Illinois State agencies 
illustrates the need for additional resources and for 
standardized EDP audit guidelines. These guidelines should 
be published and made available to State agencies by a 
designated state organization such as the Department of 
central Management services. It would also be desirable for 

. inte.rnal EDP auditors conducting general controls reviews to 
, follow the guidelines established by the Office of the 
Auditor General in its BICS Third Party Review._ 

Internal audit units have not regularly participated in 
the review of new EDP systems or major modifications to 
existing systems as required by the Internal Auditing Act. 
These reviewsare important to ensure that appropriate 
internal controls and audit tra.ils are included in the 
systems and are not inadvertently eliminated by on-going 
changes. Studies indicate that it costs significantly more 
(some suggest 2 o times as much) to design a control into a 
system after it is operational than it would to include the 
control in the initial system design. 

survey results reveal that during the system development 
process 47 of 50 (94%) data processing departments have user 
participation. However, only 13 of 50 (26%) internal audit 
units signed off on new development projects a_nd only 
12 o·f 50 (24%) data processing departments informed internal 
audit units of major system modifications. 

Agencies which use automated systems for accounting and 
administrative functions must maintain certain EDP controls. 
The existence and effectiveness of these controls must be 
verified by auditing EDP general and application ·controls. 
However, among the agencies responding to the EDP 
questionnaires, only 26 of 50 (52%) indicated they had 
performed an audit of computer operations. 

computer security audits are also important to maintain 
general controls. Among the 50 agencies responding, 56% had 
conducted an audit of computer security. For audits of 
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communication administration, 30% of the agencies responding 
stated that such an audit hag been completed. Finally, only 
26% of the agencies responding~had au~ited .. ~istriblfted 
computer processing. . . _ ~-:< - ::- _ _.. . _ .. . _ -· • _ _ •. 

In summary; few.EDP.audits are being-performed, 
primarily becaQse of an inadequ(:l~fi! number o~ EDP audit staff 
in internal audit units. ThiE; inadequacy could be overcome 
by providing additional trai,ning:.to auditors who have not 
been trained in EDP auditing·, by transferring EDP staff to 
internal audit units and training themas auditors, or by 
hiring more.EDP auditors. 

PROJECTED EDP AUDITOR ~QUIREMENTS . 
·- . 

None of th~ 4a agencies that responded . to the .. EDP 
environmental questionnaire have sufficient numbers of 
internal EP:i? atiqitors to perf~rm all .required EDP audit _work 
(see Appendix C)~ ,Our estimates of the additional number of 
EDP auditors needed are based on complexity of EDP 
environments, scope of audit work desired, and our 
professional judgment. _ _.· 

Table 1 summarizes the number ~f·a~ditors needed ·at 48 
responding State agencies if_ they were to maintain minimum -
audit coverage for· EOP area's.. M~nimum audit coverage 

-consists of audits of ge~eral controls and application ·_ 
controls, special investigations as needed, and reviews of 
new EDP systems or modifications of existing systems, as 
required by the Internal Auditing Act• · -

Table 1. -----------------------------------------.--------.--·------.:.----
MINIMUM LEVEL OF COVERAGE BY EDP 1\.UDITORS 

-----~----------------~------------------------------

Number of EDP 
Auditors 

Less than 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Number of 
Agencies 

18 
12 

8 
6 
1 
3 

--~-----

48 
=~==== 

Current No. 
EDP Auditors 

3. 
2 
1 
6 

· . Additional EDP. 
Auditors Required 

. 1:8 - .... _. 
12. . . " 
13:. 

''16 ·-
: 3 .. _" 
. 9 - ~-

' . . ------------- ---------------~ . . ~ 

12 ' 71 
===========~ =~----~--==== 

-----------------------------~----------------------~--------
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Since in many instances a part-time EDP auditor could 
satisfy part or all of an agency's requirements, it will not 
be necessary to hire 71 full-time EDP auditors for these 
agencies to comply with professional standards and the 
Internal Auditing Act. Where part-time EbP auditors are 
needed, regular intetnal auditors could be provided with EDP 
audit training on how to conduct control reviews and audit 
special EDP functions. This approach will ~educe the need 
for additional full-time EDP auditors at these agencies to 
39. 

The number of auditors needed at the 48 agencies if they 
were to conduct EDP audits which were expanded in scope is 
set forth in Table 2. we consider this expanded scope 
coverage to be the desirable level of EOP audit performance. 
The desirable audit coverage includes: 1) the same coverage 
as the minimum coverage (i.e., audits of general and 
application controls, special audits, and review of new 
systems or modifications of systems); 2) performance of 
extended audit tests on microcomputers and distributed sites; 
3} performance of expanded compliance and substantive testing 
using computer assisted audit techniques; and 4) review of 
high risk areas on an annual basis. 

Table 2. 

DESIRABLE LEVEL OF COVERAGE BY EDP AUDITORS 

Number of EDP 
Auditors 

------------
Less 'than 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

-------------~------------------Number Q.f 
Agencies 

6 
11 
13 

8 
5 
1 
1 
0 
3 ---------

48 
----------------

current No. Additional EDP 
EDP Auditors Auditors 

Required 
----~------- ----------------

6 
11 
26 

3 21 
2 18 

5 
1 5 

0 
6 18 

12 110 
===========~ =======~=====;~ 
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Applying the approach of using part-time EDP auditors 
described for Table 1, the number of additional full-time EDP 
auditors needed to achieve this level of coverage would be 
reduced to 86. 

While we recommend that each state agency have a 
sufficient nul!lber of qUalified EDP auditors to perform 
expanded scope EDP audits, we al;so realize budgetary 
constraints make this an ideal scenario.· Nevertheless, the 
costs attached to expanded audit coverage often are 
appropriat~ given the resultant benefits. 
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STAT£ OF ILLINOIS 

OFFICE OF THE GOYERSOR 

JAMES R T ... O .. PSC'< 

Mr. Robert G. Cronson 
Auditor General 
509 South Sixth Street 
1st Floor 
Springfi~ld, IL 62701 

Dear Bob: 

SPFIINGF'IE:I..C 62?06 

May 18, 1988 

Enclosed ar~ re~ponses fTom the Office of the Governor to the 
recommendations made in the AuditoT General's Management Audit of Illinois' 
State Program Of Internal Auditing. It is my understanding that these 
responses will be included in the final report. Thank you for the opportunity 
to participate. Please contact me if you need anything further. 

PMG:cs765 

cc: Jim Reilly 
Jeff Miller 
Bob Schwarz 
Karen Anderson 

Si~£1 
Phi~l{i;~. Gonet 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
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GOVERNOR'S OFFICE RESPONSE 
to the 

AUDITOR GENERAL' 5 MANAGEMENT AUDIT 
ILLINOIS' STATE PROGRAM OF INtERNAL AUDITING 

RECOMMENDATION (REVISED) 

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending paragraph 136.1 of the 
Internal Auditing Act to: 

RESPONSE 

1. Require all departments subject to "The Civil Administrative Code 
of Illinois" to establish internal audit programs which comply 
with the requirements of the Internal Auditing Act; 

2. Require other, large, "non-code" agencies such as the Toll Highway 
Author! ty and the Housing Development Author! ty to become subject 
to the Act; and 

3. Make provisions for the Legislative Audit Commission to recommend 
for the Governor's consideration agencies which should be 
designated to have internal auditing. 

We concur in principal with the desire to formalize criteria for the 
designation of agencies to establish internal auditing programs. However, the 
Governor needs the discretion the Internal Auditing Act grants to him to 
determine which state entity should have a full-time internal audit function 
to respond to changes in agency size or duties more prQmptly than through a 
statutory revision process., 

1. To arbitrarily require all departments subject to "The Civil 
Administrative Code of Illinois" to establish internal audit programs would 
mandate full time internal audit functions in several agencies with less than 
150 employees. 

2. No change is required since other large "non-code" agencies have been 
and are designated by the Governor. 

3. The Governor will consider mandating an agency establish a full-time 
internal auditing program if the Legislative Audit Commission recommends the 
agency to have one. 
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RECOMMENDATION (REVISED) 
. . 

The General Assembly may wish to consider. amending paragraph 136.1 of the 
.Internal Auditing .Act to establish an office u~der the Governor to provide 
internal audit services for those agencies and aepartm~ts under the Governor 
which are not required to have their own internal audit programs and to 
interact with the advisory audit board. 

RESPONSE 

The recommendat~on duplicates an. existing statute, ·which allows the 
Department of Central Management Services, an office under the Governor, to 
develop guidelines for establishment of internal audit functions and provide 
cpntinuing instructions in auditing. The Department has conducted audits of 
several agencies without full-time internal audit functions, assisted in 
establishing an internal audit function, and provided internal auditor 
training. If the Legislature believes these activities should be increased, 
then the Le$islature shoulti provide the necessary resources to the Bureau of 
Audits. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act so that 
the chief internal auditor and his/her audit staff are. -free of all operational 
duties. Currently, the Act stipulates only that "the chief internal auditor 
..• shall be free of all operational duties which would impair the auditor's 
ability to make independent reviews of all aspects of the agency's operations." 

RESPONSE 

Due to fiscal constraints, it ts sometim.es necessary for agency management 
to have their internal auditors perform some operational tasks. We expect 
this practice occurs infrequently, if not, agency management should reclassify 
the internal auditors they use for operational duties into more appropriate 
operating titles. In addition, we expect agency management to allow their 
internal auditors to comply with professional auditing standards. The 
Inst.itute of Internal Auditors' Professional Internal Auditing Standards 
restrict internal auditors from assuming operating responsibilities; however, 
the Standards allow "if on occasion management directs internal auditors to 
perform nonaudit work, it should be understood that they are not functioning 
as internal auditors". 
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RECOMMENDATION (REVISED) 

The General Assembly may wish to revise paragraph 136.2 of the Internal 
.Auditing Act to mak~ the requirements for the· position of chief internal 
auditor more responsive to current governmental audi tin$ requirements. An 
amendment might include such language as: 

"The chief executive officer of any State agency with a full-time program 
of internal auditing shall appoint a chief internal auditor with appropriate 
certification, such as Certified Public Accountant, Certified Internal 
Auditor, or appropriate academic degrees, and five years of governmental, 
managerial, mg audit experience; or seven years experience in government, 
management, and auditing ... 

RESPONSE 

While we concur with the need to strengthen the Statutory requirements for 
chief internal auditor, we question whether the recommendation's requirements 
will meet that objective. We propose to add the Department of Central 
Management Services' Internal Auditor Job Specification Series, as minimum 
expectations, to part of the recommended requirements. Thus the Chief 
internal Auditor position would require a bachelor's degree, 6 years of 
·professional government internal auditing experience, with 3 years at a 
supervisor or manager level, and certification as a Certifhd Internal Auditor 
or as a Certified Public Accountant or, requires 7 years of professional 
government internal auditing experience, with 4 years at a supervisor or 
manager level. · 

RECOMMENDATION 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Au.diting Act to 
require that audits on a test basis of ex;penditures, obli~ations, receipts, or 
grants be conducted within a two ... year time-frame. The General Assembly may 
a.lso wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act to reflect the need to plan 
within a two-year time-frame. 

RESPONSE 

We suggest that the first part of the recommendation, :requiring "audits on 
a test basis of eXJ;>enditures, obligations, receipts, or grants be conducted on 
a two-year time-frame'', be reconsidered. We believe it; is important to 
recognize that expenditures, obligations, receipts, or grants are transactions 
that occur within an agency's systems of internal controls. In effect, an 
agency's system of internal control governs these transactions. Thus these 
transactions (expenditures, obligations, receipts, or grants) are reviewed on 
a two-year time-frame during the internal auditor's reviews of the agency's 
systems of internal accounting and administrative controls. If the Internal 
Auditing Act is revised we suggest that paragraphs l36.3(c) and (d) be removed 
with the expectation that these transactions would be reviewed d\Jring the 
internal accounting and administrative controls reviews required by ~aragraph 
l36.3(b). 
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For the second part of the recommendation, addressing multi-year audit 
plans, we suggest the statutory requirement for bi-annual audits of internal 
accounting and administrative control systems has caused many internal 
auditing offices to have audit plans that already reflect at least a two-year 
time-frame. In support of the concept to standardize some internal auditing 
tasks, we concur with the recoJilfnendation to formalize the requirement for 
multi-year audit plans. 

In addition, we request the Legislature address a related, continuing 
question, whether an internal auditor is expected to audit the "major" or 
"all" systems of internal controls. In this report, on bottom of page 17, the 
Auditor General states "the inte.r:nal auditors either did not review all major 
areas within a ·control system or did not review all maior systems of 
administrative and accounting controls" (underlining added). The Legislative 
Audit Commission's 1988 Annual Report re.fers to internal audit program 
elements, such as, testing of maior internal control systems. The recently 
issued draft audit report of the compliance audit of the Department of Mental 
Health and DD recommends the review of maior internal control systems. The 
Internal Auditing Act, paragraph (e) refers to maior new edp systems and maior 
modifications. However, the Internal Auditing Act specifies "audits of the 
agency's systems of internal accounting control and internal administrative 
control on a periodic basis so that all such systems are rt!vlewed every 2 
years''(ti:nderlining added). . This issue ll.as caused different interpret~tions 

. within:~ the Auditor General's Office, with the expectation ranging from the 
impractical "every and all" systems of internal control be reviewed to the 
realistic "major" internal control systems be reviewed. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The General Assembly may wish to amend the Internal Auditing Act to 
include a provision requiring that directors certify that their internal audit 
units have prepared and followed a two-year audit plan; that the agency has 
adequate internal controls, and that they have complied with the provisions 
specified in the Internal Auditing Act. 

RESPONSE 

We qualify our acceptance of the auditors premise that additional 
involvement by agency directors in the internal audit process will reduce 
non-compliance with the Internal Auditing Act. We believe the agency 
director·s' involvement needs to be more than a cursory action. Obviously, 
adding a statutory requirement that agency dlrectors certlfy their internal 
auditors comply with the Internal Auditing Act, would require significant 
involvement and should go far to reduce non-compliance with the •ct. 

The auditors do not explain how the recommendation's additional 
requirements, for agency directors to certify their internal auditors use a 
two-year audit plan and that the agency has adequate internal controls, will 
significantly increase involvement by the director in the internal audit 
process with the expected reduction of non-compliance with the. Internal 
Auditing Act. Neither of these requirements exist within the· Internal 
Auditing Act, thus they are not compliance issues. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

The General Assembly may wish to c6nsider creating an advisory audit board 
comprised of State chief internal auditors to interact with the Governor's 
"Chief Internal Auditor. The audit advisory board could: 

RESPONSE 

l. recollll!lend a uniform set of professional auditing standards and 
ethics for use by State internal audit units, 

2. facilitate training by acting as a clearinghouse for information on 
training opportunities, and 

3. coordinate peer review activities. 

We concur with the recollll!lendation and suggest the State Internal Audit 
f1anagers organization be considered as the group from which the advisory audit 
board be drawn. Perhaps, the State Internal Audit Managers should be assigned 
respons~bility to designate the individuals to serve on the advisory audit 
~ard. · 

The advisory audit board woUld develop policy as well as provide continuing 
advice and guidance. The advisory audit board would review and report to the 
Department of Central Management Service's Director whether adequate resources 
are provided to that function. The Auditor General would review, during their 
bi-annual audits of the Department of Central Management Services, the 
effectiveness of this process as well as the adequacy of support provided the 
function. 

·. 
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Edward T. Duffy 
Director 

May' 11, 1988 

Illinois Department of 
Public Aid 
Jesse B. Harris Building 
100 S. Grand Avenue East 
Springfield, Illinois 6278:8 rl 0'! l 1 ~r 8 S 3 

Mr. Richard Rowe, Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
509 South Sixth Street, 1st Floor 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

Attached is the State Internal Audit Managers' response to the OAG's 
Management Audit Illinois' state Programs of Internal Auditing. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at 782-1156. 

Chief, Bureau of Internal Audits 
Illinois Department of PubHc Aid 
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STATE INTERNAL. AUDIT MANAGERS 

We, the State Internal Audit Managers, the professional auditors charged with 
implementing the State • s Internal Act, offer our comments to the Auditor 
General • s ''Matters for consideration by the General Assembly". 

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending paragraph 136.1 of the 
Internal Auditing Act to: 

1. Require all departments subject to "The Civil Administrative Code 
of Illinois .. to establish internal audit programs which comply with the 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act; . 

2. Require other, large, "non-code'' agencies such as the Toll Highway 
Authority and the Housing Development Authority to become subject to the 
Act; and 

3. Make provisions for the Legislative Audit Commission to recommend 
for the Governor's consideration agencies which should be designated ~o 
have internal auditing. 

State IA Mgrs. We concur 

The General Assembly may wish to consider amending paragraph 136.1 of the 
Internal Auditing Act to establish an office under the Governor to oversee 
internal audit programs for those agencies and departments which are 
accountable to the Governor and which are required to have internal audit 
programs, and to provide internal audit services for those agencies and 
departments which are not required to have their own internal audit programs. 

State IA Mgrs. We concur with amending paragraph 136.1 of the 
Internal Auditing Act to establish a professional group of Internal Auditors 
under the Governor to provide training, peer reviews and technical audit 
support to agencies required to have a full time .internal audit function and 
to provide the internal audit function for agencies, boards and commissions 
without full-time, internal audit functions. 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act so that 
the chief internal auditor and his/her audit staff are free of all operational 
duties. CUrrently, the Act stipulates only that "the chief internal auditor . 
. . shall be free of all operational duties which would impair the auditor•s 
ability to make independent reviews of all aspects of the agency's operations." 

State IA Mgrs. We concur 
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The General Assembly may wish to revise paragraph 136.2 of the Internal 
Auditing Act to make the requirements for the' position of chief internal 
auditor more responsive to current governmental auditing requirements. An 
amendment·might include such language as: 

"The chief executive officer of any State agency with a full-time 
program of internal auditing shall appoint a chief internal auditor 
with appropriate certification, such as Certified Public Accountant, 
Certified Internal Auditor, or appropriate academic degrees, and five 
years managerial and auditing experience, or seven years experience in 
government management and auditing. •• 

State IA Mgrs. We concur with need to strengthen the internal auditor 
requirements and propose the adoption of the current Department of Central 
Management Services Internal Auditor requirements. 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act to 
require that audits on a test basis of expenditures, obligations, receipts, or 
grants be conducted within a two-year time-frame. The General Assembly may 
also wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act to reflect the need to plan 
audits within a two-year time-frame. 

State IA Mgrs. We concur 

The General Assembly may wish to consider creating an advisory audit board 
comprised of State chief internal auditors to interact with the Governor's 
"Chief Internal Auditor". The audit advisory board could: 

1. recommend a uniform set of professional auditing standards and 
ethics for use by State internal audit units, 

2. facilitate training by acting as a clearinghouse for information 
on training opportunities, and 

3. coordinate peer review activities. 

State IA Mgrs. We concur. 
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STATE INTEmL\L AUDIT HUAGERS 

The State Internal Audit Managers (State IA Mgrs.) have functioned as an 
informal organization since 1975. · · Its membership is open to all State 
goverrunent chief internal auditors. including the internal auditors from the 
offices of separately elected-officials, universities, colleges, boards and 
commissions. The State IA Hgrs. organizatiQn provides professional internal 
auditors with a ~elf-support group. ~ 

:..:;·, 

The State IA Mgrs. most typical activity is to identify training n~eds of 
internal audit staffs. We attempt to proVide this training by having other 
internal auditors conduct the training or by contracting with professional 
training providers to offer _the training at reduced cost. In the past year 
our activities included coordinating an effort to counter a bargaining units 
petition to absorb junior internal auditors into a bargaining unit and 
conducting a two-day seminar for the State IA Mgrs. Attendance at the two 
1987 meetings represented over 7~ of the IA Mgrs. and governmental 
organizations. 

Submitted by 
Robert Schwarz, Chairman 
State Internal Audit Manager 
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NEIL F. HARTIGAN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD 

ea7oe 
May 10, 1988 

Honorable ·Robert G. Cronson 
Illinois Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building 
509 south Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Auditor General cronson: 

In response to the draft audit report on internal auditing 
received from your office on memorandum dated April 25, 
1988, would you please consider the comment noted below in 
connection with the audit report. 

Chapter III, page 13, under the heading of Reporting, cites 
the Attorney General's Office for noncompliance with the 
Internal Auditing Act in that the chief internal auditor 
does not report administratively to the agency head. 

Although we concur with the finding as presented, the 
reporting relationship has changed subsequent to the audit 
fieldwork. The chief internal auditor now, not only reports 
to the Attorney General on audit matters, but also reports 
administratively to the Attorney General. 

This response is provided to present the current status of 
the agency's reporting structure. Thank you for your review 
and attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

c~ 
Chief Internal Auditor 

JR/mw 
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MARY B. BUSHNELL 
Chairman 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

Illinois Comm.erce Commission 
Pr\ 1 55 

'88 M~~ lfJ 

May 10. 1 1988 

Mr. Ric Rowe, Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building, Room 151 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701-.1878 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

527 East Capitol Avenue 
P.O. Box 4905 
Springfield, lllinoi$ 62708 

Attached please find a response to page 49 of your report 
draft on internal auditing which indicates that the Illinois 
Commerce Commission's internal auditors are not in compliance 
with the Statutes with regard to administrative and accounting 
audits. 

MBB:sh 
Attachment 
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~~ 
Mary B. Bushnell 
Chairman 



An annual internal control survey of accounting and 
administrative controls is an·integral part of the internal 
audit function of the Illinois Commerce Commission. The 
surveys a.re conducted using the criteria in the Audit Guide 
for CPA firms under contract to the Office of the Auditor 
General who perform compliance audits of Illinois State 
agencies. The survey is designed to .locate internal control 
weaknesses in an agency under audit fqr use in 'developing 
audit programs. 

Commerce Commission Internal- Auditors use the surveys 
for developing "risk fa.ctors" for annual Internal Audit 
Workpl~ns ·from which priorities and frequencies for 
individual internal audits of accounting and administrative 
controls are established. 

Our policy has been not to issue a formal audit report 
on the entire survey as the checklist in the ''Audit Guide" 
of the Office of the Auditor General is designed to support 
audit programs and assist in determining sample sizes and 
the extent of testing rather than a comprehensive audit 
report. The portion of the survey pertaining to each audit 
is incorporated in· the workpapers of the particular audit 
from which a formal audit report is issued. This again is a 
take off of the procedure used by firms following the 
guidelines of the Office of the Auditor General. 

We helVe reported on the Commission's systems . of 
internal accounting and internal administrative control in 
each individUal audit report. 
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Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs 

Jay R. H~dgc:s 
Director 

May 5, 1988 

Mr. Ric Rowe 
Audit Manager 

James R. Thompson 
Go~emor 

Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building, Room 151 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, IL 62701-1878 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

Steven D. McClure: 
A.ssistanr Din•,·wr 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the management auait araft report 
referencing the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. 

I'd like to thank the Auditor General•s staff for their constructive 
recommendations made during the audit review. My internal audit chief has 
implemented many of the suggestions for improvements in audit performdnce. I 
supoort internal auditing for its objective analysis of agency operations and 
programs. Their recommendations hav~ resulted in improved internal controls 
and imoroved operations within the Department. 

However, I do not concur with the reporting weakness discussed on pages 13 ana 
14. The Chief Internal Auditor has a direct reporting relationship with the 
Director. I am responsible for internal controls and operations and act 
immerriately on all deficiencies and recommendations reported by the internal 
audit chief. I see no barriers to open communications or reporting 
relationships between myself and the- chief internal auditor. 

I aaree that we need additional internal auditors. I also wish to point out 
that my SFY.89 budget request contains an additional internal auditor in the 
Aqency. This is made at the expense of an offsetting reduction elsewhere in 
our budget. 

o~O East Adam, Strl!c:t 
Sprin~lield.lllinqis o27UI 

217;782-7501) 

State of Illinois Center 
100 West Randolph Street; Suite 3-400 
Chicago. Illinois 60601 

312/917-7179 
Telex:910-221-5559 
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Tourist Information Center 
310 South Michigan Avenu!!. Suite lt»> 
Chicago. lllinois 60604 

312/793-2094 



Mr. Ric Rowe 
May 5, 1988 
Page 2 

I appreciate the Office of the Auditor General's interest in strengthtning 
internal controls in state government. tam available to discu.ss the contents 
of this letter and/or other questions on internal auditing in the Department 
of Commerce and Community Affairs. 

Sincerely, 
l 

L fUJ Vrc& v 
Jay R~ Hedge~ 
Director 

~. 



Illinois Department of Conservation 
life and land together 

LINCOLN. TOWER PLAZA • 524 SOUTH SECOND STREET • SPRINGFIELD 62701-1787 
CHICAGO OFFICE • ROOM 4-300 • 100 WEST RANDOLPH 60601 
MARK FRECH, DIRECTOR 

The Honorable Fobert G. Cronson 
Auditor r..eneral 
Merriott Cc::m'lerce Building 
50Q South Sixth street 
Springfield, Illinois fi/.701 

Dear Auditor General Cronson: 

May 9, 198~ 

Thank you for the opportunity to ccmnent on vour draft report 
conceminq Illinois' state Programs of Internal Auditing. While we 
concur with nnst of vour conclusions anrl recarmendations on paqes 31 and 
32 of the report, there are a few exceptions which I wish to brinq to 
your attention: 

Recamendation if:3: Since the Depart:trent of Central Managerrent 
Services is statutorily authorized to provide th:j_s serviee, 
creation of a new function would ~ to be duplicato:r:y. 

Recormendation #5: We agree~ with the need to strengthen internal 
audit requirements and suggest the adoption of the CMS jab spec
ifications for the Internal Auditor V position. 

Recamendation f6: We reccm:oend the two year :requirement be 
aoplied to 6major" internal control systems. 

Recarmendation 4t7: We concur with the two-year audit plan, but 
believe that lme managers slnlld certify to the agencv head that 
adequate controls are in place in their respective operations. 

Your report cites the I.'lepartlTent for non-c:arpliance to the Internal 
Audit Act, in that the Chief Internal rmditor does not reoort directly 
to the Director. It is our intention to strengthen reportincr practices 
as necessary to fully CCl'l:lply with the 1nternal Auditing Act. 

If you have any questions on our stated JX)Sition, please feel free 
to call. 

Sincerelv, 

MF:CE:mr 
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Illinois Department of Employment Security 
401 South State Street • Chicago. Illinois 60605 

Ric Rowe, Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
509 South 6th-Street- Rm. 151 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

· Dear Mr. Rowe: 

May 10, 1988 '88 fl1P,\I 12 A/11 10 39 

We are in receipt of the draft report of the Manage•ent Audit on 
Internal Auditing. IDES does not request an exit conference on this 
draft report but we are glad to provide our response to you. 

This is a very professional report and contains valuable and useful 
information. This agency, has had an internal audit function fro• 
the beginning of IDES in 1984. I believe strongly in the i•portance 
of internal auditing as a. •anage•ent tool for effective monitoring 
and control of operations and as an aid to •ore efficient and 
cost-effective manage•ent. Your review provides useful guidelines 
for improving our use of the internal audit function. 

IDES is pleased to be recognized as one of the nine agencies selected 
for use as a base 111.easurement. Our responses to the eight 
recommendations follow. 

Recommendations 1 and 2 refer to the coverage of the Internal Audit 
Act. We suggest that changes in coverage be based on documented and 
objective criteria. 

Recommendations 3 and 8 concern establishing both an office under the 
Governor to provide internal audit coordination and services to 
agencies accountable to the Governor and an advisory audit board. 
Creation of additional offices and review boards should be undertaken 
only after a careful needs assessllient is maqe. and a determination is 
reached about tisiilg curr~ntly established groups. We would suggest 
that already existing offices be used for coordination, training, 
standards, ethics, and peer reviews. Many of these functions are 
included in Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 27, Section 35.1 
through 35.4 and are assigned to CMS. Coordination of training 
programs, peer reviews, and assistance to smaller agencies would be 
useful roles which can be performed through such a centralized 
operation. The State.Internal Audit Managers could constitute an 
advisory audit board. 

Recommendation 4. We concur that chief internal auditors as well as 
their staffs should be freed froa operational responsibilities. 



.... -· 

Ric Rowe 
May 10, 1988 
Page 2 

RecoiiUiendation 5. We concur that the requireaents for the position 
of chief internal auditor should be revised to reflect realistic and 
1111eaningful standards. The current requireaents do not reflect those 
qualifications which are necessary to staff this position with the 
proper individuals. Your review lists· this Agency as ·out of 
coapliance with the statutory requireaents in spite of the fact that 
you found IDES to have one of the. better internal audit operations. 
Our chief int~rnal auditor has twelve years of accounting and 
auditing experience and a Masters of Business Adainistration degree 
in addition to being a Certified Internal Auditor. The requireaent 
in the current statute for a CPA certificate is not reflective of the 
kind of functions perforaed by ·an · internal auditor. IDES is in 
agreement with your findings that tbis section of the l.aw be revised. 

Reco111aendation 6. We concur. However, this is already done if an 
agency complies with · the requirement to perfora reviews of major 
internal control systems every 2 years. 

Recommendation 7. IDES 111onitors the internal audit function against. 
an approved two-year work plan as well as against the provisions of 
the Act. We have conducted a review of the adequacy of our internal 
control systea and are using the results of this review to 111onitol:' 
our operation. However, in iapleaenting this reco~taendation, care 
should be taken to ensure that manage111ent accountability is· 
maintained.. The establishment and maintenance of the systea of 
internal controls is the responsibility of •anage11u~nt. Agency 
directors should require certification froa aanagers as to the 
functioning of that system. The function of internal audit is to 
review that aanage~tent certification. 

I am requesting that you aake one correction to the draft report. In 
Appendix F IDES is shoim as estimating a need for 15 internal 
auditors. The estiaate of 15 is for th~ entire staff and would 
include a secretary, an adainistrative assistant and supervision of 
auditors. The correct nu1111ber for "auditors needed" would be 
estimated at 10 by both our chief auditor and myself. 

. . 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the draft report. If you 
have any questions, please call Jan Hamilton at 312/793-9240. 
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... Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources -
May 6, 1988 

Office of the Auditor General 
Ric Rowe, Audit Manager 
509 S. Si~th Street 
Springfield, IL 62701-1878 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

88 I'IHY £6 HP! 16 53 

325 W Adams Street. Room 300 
Springfield. IL 62704-1892 

217.785-2800 

During the course of ENR's fiscal and compliance audit of this 
agency by Sikich, Gardner & Co., we provided Jerry Gardner addi
tional information regarding the Internal Audit Section's auditing 
of grant agreements and we were able to satisfy him that this 
agency does regularly and routinely audit its grant and contrac
tual agreements. Therefore, we are requesting that you delete 
this finding from your report. 

The second area we would like to note is the finding on the lack 
of EDP auditing. Sikich & Gardner's report on ENR's internal au
dit function did not identify.this area as a weakness. While ENR 
does not have an EDP auditor on staff, we do, on a limited basis, 
review new developing systems, major changes to existing systems, 
and some existing systems. We believe that this limited audit ac
tivity fulfills the EDP audit needs of this agency and, therefore, 
request that you delete this finding from your report. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your report. 

Sincerely, 

Don Etchison, 
Director 

cc: Nancy J. Hilger, CPA 
Chief Internal Auditor 

Tom Pigati, CPA 
Director of Administration 
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NORTHEASTERN IlliNOIS UNIVERSITY 
5500 N. ST. LOUIS AVENUE e CH.ICAGO, l~LINOIS 60625 e (312) 583-4050 

PRESIOENT OF THE UNiVERSITY 

May 9, 1988 

Ric Rowe 
Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building, Room 151 
509 south Sixth Street 62701-1878 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

This letter is in response to the draft report of the 
Management Audit of Illinois' state Programs of Internal 
Auditing issued in May, 1988. As requested it contains 
comments and clarifications pertaining to the findings of 
noncompliance with statutes cited in the draft report. 

At Northeastern Illinois University (the University) the chief 
internal auditor reports directly to the President of the 
University in the exercise of auditing activities as well as 
administratively. She reports all audit findings and 
recommendations in their entirety directly to the President. 
While the Vice President for Administrative Affairs may be 
called upon by the President to assist him in day-to-day 
supervision, control over the activities of the internal 
auditor is-ultimately retained by the President. The chief 
internal auditor is accountable to the President and it is he 
who evaluates her performance and grants pay raises 
accordingly. The University believes itself to be in 
compliance with the Internal Auditing Act (the Act) with 
respect to its reporting structure. 

f~RE.QRMAH.C~ QE . ~U.UI.T.S. 

G.[.£D.t.§. 

The University's internal auditor will perform reviews of 
grants made and received every two years in order to 
effect! vely evaluate internal accounting and administrative 
controls, as required by par.l36.3 part (b) of the-Act. The 
University•s current internal audit plan inclu~es a grant 
review~ · · 
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The University•s internal auditor has reviewed the design of 
major new EDP systems and major modifications to existing 
systems prior to their installation, as required· by par. 
136.3, part (e) of the Act.- Funding co,nstraints have 
precluded the Uriiversity from obtaining the resources required 
to perform a review of all EDP systems· every two years. 
Future consideration will be given tci reallocation of 
resources. 

s1ferely, l 1 
~l~~ .e:l 

___ j) 
-~~t-. 

Gordon H. Lamb 
President 

GHL:mb 
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Edward T. Duffy 
Director 

May 10, 1988 

Mr. Richard Rowe, Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

Illinois Department of 
Public Aid 
Jesse B. Harris Building 
100 S. Grand Avenue East 
Springfield, Illinois 62762 . ~ 8 flW? 13 P fY1 3 16 

This letter transmits the Department's response to it's only relevant 
recommendation in the Management Audit Illinois' S.tate Programs of Internal 
Auditing. 

Recommendation: The directors ••• should change their agencies' reporting 
structure to comply with paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing Act, which 
requires chief internal auditors to report directly to agencies' chief 
executive officers. 

Response: The Department of Public Aid complies with the Internal Auditing Act 
(127/136.1), wh1ch mandates •The chief internal auditor shall report directly 
to the chief executive officer of a State agency, in the exercise of auditing 
activities•, by having the Chief Auditor prepare and submit the annual audit 
plan for the Director's approval, submitting all final reports directly to the 
Director, and by having full, unrestricted access to the Director to discuss 
significant findings. For day-to-day administrative functions, the Chief 
Auditor reports to the Department's Inspector General. 

If you have any questions, please contact my Chief Auditor Robert J. Schwarz, 
782-1156. 

Regards, 

~d!o/lr 
Edward T. Duffy 
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ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT Of 

PUBLIC HEALTH 
A Healthier Tbd4y For A Better Thmorrow Bernard J. Tumock, M.D., Director 

, 88 rl~·-' 11 nrn 8 57 

Mr. Rick Rowe, Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building 
509 South Sb:th Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

May 10, 198&-

Enclosed are the Department of Public Health • s responses to the findings and 
recommendations contained in the Management Audit of Illinois • State Programs 
of Internal Auditing in which the Department was specifically mentioned. The 
responses are organized in order of the appearance of their corresponding 
findings and recommendations in the audit report. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

I!,M~9 ~AJDdc-.1 ko 
Bernard J. Turnock, M.D. 
Director of Public Health 

535 West Jefferson Street • Room 450 • Springfield, Illinois 62761 
100 West Randolph Street • Suite 6-600 • Chicago, Illinois 60o01 
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Fil'WHJG: rJ:1E :mTnfW. AUDIT 1JlUT HAS lOT PDFOmmD AUDITS OF. 'r'BI AGQCY• S 
OPKRATIOBS OR PROCEDURES. (page 10) 

IDPH Response: 

The Department concurs with the finding and recommendation. To better define 
and segrega~e .its duties and responsibilities, the Division of Audits has been 
divided into separate internal and external audit sections. Improvements 
include the development of a comprehensive audit plan and enhanced audit and 
report writing procedures. In addition, the Division of Audits has undertaken 
the development of a policies and procedures manual, long range planning goals 
and objectives and is aggressively pursuing training opporttmities for 
professional staff. Increased emphasis and resources will be placed in the 
Division of Audits in the forthcoming fiscal year, which. will enable the 
Division to meet its professional responsibilities and the statutory 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act. 
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Fil'IDIBG: THE CHIEF IJ!f'.rDIW. AUDITOR OF THE AGQCJ DOES ROT UPO'RT DIUCTLY 
TO THE cHIEF EXEClJl'IVE OFFICD. (page 14) 

IDPH Response: 

The Department of Public Health does not concur with the auditor's finding 
that the ~hief Internal Auditor of IDPH does not report directly to the 
Director. On all significant audit issues, the Chief Internal Auditor reports 
directly to the Director of the Department. This reporting relationship has 
been formally established in the Department • s organization chart and is also 
set forth in the position description for the Chief of the Division of 
Audits. In addition, at the Director's request, the Chief of the Division of 
Audits attends all senior staff meetings which is utilized as a forum for 
·raising significant issues including relevant audit issues. 

Subsequent to the completion of field work for this audit, the Division of 
Audits has prepared an audit charter which has been reviewed and approved by 
the Director. It is only for very routine administrative matters that the 
Division Chief makes requests of and seeks approval from the Department's 
Deputy Director. Therefore, we believe the information contained in the audit 
report does not accurately portray the organizational relationship for the 
Chief Internal Auditor. 
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tmli QITR ImQAL AUDITOR Aim llttldPIAI. AIIDIT STAFl PED'Oim 
O'PIJUTIOJOI. USPoRSIBILrrns. (page 14) 

IDPH Response: 

The Departm~t of Public Health concurs with the fitiding and recomm~dation. 
The Chief Internal Auditor and all internal audit staff have been relieved of 
all operational duties. 
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FIImiWG: Till Immt\L AUDIT tJII[[T BAS 10'1' PUPAR1m A BIED!.AL AUDIT PLAB IB 
ACCOJWAJ!JCI wrm 'l'BE JmOUIJtD1Elft'S OF mE nn:£RlUL AUDITIBG ACT. 
{page 17) 

IDPH Response: 

The Departmen~ of Public Health concurs with the finding and recommendation. 
The Division of Audits is in the process of developing a two-year audit plan 
which will identifY the individual audits to be conducted each year. The 
biennial audit plan, when completed, will be submitted to the Director for 
approval. 
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May 11, 1988 

Mr. Robert Cronson 
Auditor General 
State of Illinois 
c/o Richard Rowe 

IlliNOIS RACING BOARD 

509 South Sixth Street, Fl. 1 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

SUITE 11·100 

STATE OF IU._INOIS CENTER 

100 WEST FIANOOLPH STREET 

CHICAGO. IL 60601 
312-917-2600 

I am writing in response to your recent audit finding 
concerning the failure of the Illinois Racing Board's internal 
auditor to comply with the Illinois Internal Audit Act. In 
that report, our internal auditor--Venice Meyer was cited for 
non-compliance with the Act relative to the performance of a 
grant review of Race Track Improvement Funds (RTIF). 

It is staff's:opinion that the (Board) does not administer 
grants. The (Board) is responsible to monitor the collection 
of breakage monies by organization licensees at Illinois 
racetracks. One half of the breakage is allotted to the 
State's General Revenue Fund, while the other half is 
deposited directly into the organization licensee's (RTIF) 
account in the State Treasurer•s office. Separate accounts 
are maintained by the State Treasurer for each organization 
licensee conducting a race meeting at em Illinois track. 

The Illinois Revised Statutes require that the (RTIF) be 
utilized to maintain the physical structure of Illinois 
racetracks. The Bureau of the Budget annually appropriates a 
funding level to the (Board) based upon prior expenditure 
levels by organization licensees. (RTIF) appropriated to the 
(Board) merely pass through the agency's account in order to 
insure the integrity of the process. 

The organization licensee maintains an account where these 
monies generated by breakage are shown as income. The funds 
available in the organization licensee's account are based 
solely on monies earned as breakage during race meetings. If 
a (RTIF) project exceeds breakage monies earned, the licensee 
is only entitled to receive partial payment for the project 
based upon· the amount of. funds in the licensee • s account. 

, 

The (Board) cannot expend (RTIF) on its own nor can they ' 
direct that any portion of these funds improve the physical 
structure of any racetrack where the breakage was n2t earned. 
Therefore, we do not believe that these funds can be considered 
grants to the (Board) under the terms of the Internal Audit 
Act. 
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Mr. ·Richard Rowe 
¥-tay 11, 1988 
Page 2 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to these audit 
findings.. If you have any questions concerning the above, 
please feel free to call. 

Very truly yours, 

IU.VIS RAC ---~~' 
William J. Bissett 
Executive Director 

WJB:cmc 
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.Yc1·s 
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES 
Philip C. Bradley, Acting Director 

May 4, 198.8 

Mr. Ric Rowe 
Audit Manager 
Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building 
1st Floor 
509 South Sixth Stree.t 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Mr. Rowe : 

623 East Adams 
P.O. Box 19429 

Springfield, Illinois 62794-9429 
(217)782-2093 (voice) 
(217)782•5734 (TOO) 

1 00 West Randolph 
SuiteS-100 

Chicago, Illinois 60601 
(312)91~2934 (voice) 
(312)98J-3040 (TOO) 

~ 
~-
"':~ 

Attached are the Department's responses to the compliance exceptions noted in 
your Management Audit Report on Illinois' State Programs of Internal Auditing. 

Thank you for providing us with an opportunity to comment. We do not believe 
that a formal exit conference will be necessary. 

Sincere;_y, 

-~1 
Phil Bradley 
Acting- Directo.r 

We're opening DORS to EQUAL OPPORTUNITY and INDEPENDENCE 
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Recollll!lendation 

Th~ directors of the following agencies should change their agencies' 
reporting structures to comply with paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing 
Act. which requires chief internal auditors to report directly to agencies' 
chief executive officers: · · · 

Attorney General 
Conservation 

Commerce and Community Affairs 

. Corrections 
Public Aid 

Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities 
Northeastern Illinois University 

. Public Health 
State Police 
Transportation 

Department Response 

Secretary of State 
Rehabilitation Services 
Illinois State University 
University of Illinois 

Recommendation not ace~: .,ted. 

The Department's Chief Internal Auditor does (and has) report to the 
Director. We have attached a copy of the Department's organizational chart 
(exhibit 1) which was included in the Department's Human Services Plan for 
the 1986 state fiscal year. We believe that we are (and were) in compliance 
with paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing Act. 

Recommendation 

The directors of the following agencies should ensure that chief internal 
auditors at their agencies perform only audit duties: 

Agriculture 
Public Health 
Racing Board 
Secretary of State 
University Retirement System 
State Community College of East St. Louis 

Board of Higher Education 
Community College Board 
Rehabilitation Services 
Treasurer 
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 

Professional Certification (formerly Registration and Education) 

Department Response 

Recommendation accepted. 

In November 1986, the Department revised its policies and procedures relieving 
the Internal Audit Unit of its responsibility for participating in the 
collection and monitoring of misspent funds cases. Since this represented the 
only operational responsibility of the Internal Audit Unit, the Department 
believes that it now complies with paragraph 136.2 of the Internal Audi!ing Act. 
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Recommendation 

Director-s of the following agencies should ensure that the internal audit unit 
prepares and follows an audit plan which meets the needs of the agency and the 
requirements of the Internal Auditing Act. 

Chicago State University 
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 
Envir-onmental Protection Agency 
Rehabilitation Services 

Department Response 

Recommendation accepted. 

Public Health 
Racing Board 
University Retirement System 

The Department's Internal Audit Unit currently prepares and follows a plan which 
meets the requirements of the Internal Auditing Act. This was confirmed and 
reported on in the Department's Special Report on Selected Internal Controls in 
Accounting, Grant Activities, and Operational Areas forFiscal Year 1987 (see 
exhibit 2). 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly may wish to revise the Internal Auditing Act to require 
that audits on a test basis of expenditures, obligations, receipts, or grants be 
conducted within a two-year time-frame. The General Assembly may also wish to 
revise the Internal Auditing Act to reflect the need to plan audits within a 
two-yeat time-frame. 

Department Re~ponse 

The Department's internal audit plan coincides with the biennial period 
scheduled by the Office o( the Auditor General (even cycle). Furthermore, the 
Department's Internal Audit Unit is in the process of completing the audits in 
the plan which will provide coverage on a test basis of expenditures, 
obligations, receipts, and grant activities. 

(Additional response material supplied by the Department of 
Rehabilitation Services is on file at the Office of the 
Auditor General.) 
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JIM EDGAR 
SeCRETARY OF STATE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

May 9, .1988 

Honorable Robert G. Cronson 
· Auditor General :"" State of Illin!:)iS 

Marriott Commerce -Building 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield~ IL 62701-1878 

Attention: Ric Rowe, Audit Manager 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

932 Souto Sprtng Street 
Spnngfteld lllmots 62704 

1217) 524-7300 

The draft of the management auctft of the State's Programs of Internal 
Auditing has been reviewed by me and my staff. 

We have also reviewed the comments applicable to "Matters for 
consideration by the General Assembly" which ,were furnished to your 
office by the State Internal Au~Ht .Managers organization. We are 
generally in agreement with the State IA Managers' on those matters. I 
would like to comment on those Agency Recommendations specific to the 
Office of the Secretary of State. 

The directors of the following agencies should change 
their agencies' reporting structures to comply with 
paragraph 136.1 of the Internal Auditing Act, which 
requires chief internal auditors to report directly to 
agencies' chief executive officers. 

A ·reorganization within this office, effective April 15, 1988, (see 
Illinois Register, Vol. 12, Issue 18, April 29, 1988, Code Citation: 2 
Ill. Adm. Code 550) created the Inspector General Department. Quoting 
the Code, "The Inspector General Department performs two functions: it 
investigates all allegations of wrongdoing involving personnel of the 
Office of the Secretary of State, and presents reports on its findings 
to the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and appropriate Directors for 
possible disciplinary action, and it, through its 'Internal Audit 
Division, conducts .... fiscal and compliance audits of Secretary of State 
operations. The Chief Internal Auditor has access to the Secretary and 
Deputy Secretary regarding audit matters." 

Subsequent to the audit, and in conjunction with this reorganization, 
the Chief Internal Auditor of this Office now reports directly to the 
Secretary of State in the exercise of auditing activities. 
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Honorable Robert G. Cronson 
Auditor General - State of Illinoi.s 
May 9, 1988 
Page 2 of 2 

The directors of the following agencies should ensure 
that chief internal auditors at their agencies perform 
only audit duties. 

Prior to the au9it, the Chief Internal Auditor of thU Office, served on 
the Agency Policy Committee in an advisory, non-voting position. While 
this was considered by some to be good management practice, he has been 
removed from the committee to eliminate the auditor concern. 

Appendix E. Non-compliance 
Administrative & Accounting audits. 

with Statutes. 

Since 1983, an internal audit plan has been prepared each year; audits 
were conducted during the ensuing year in accordance with that plan to 
the extent possible. Plans and audits have been reviewed by external 
auditors with no prior exceptions of this type noted. 

To eliminate the audit concern, the FY-89 and subsequent audit plans 
will be two-year plans. and will provide more specificity as to audits 
scheduled, ascertaining that major accounting and administrative 
controls will be reviewed minimally every two years. 

Please consider this letter to be our response to the Undings and 
recommendations as presented in the draft report. We do not request an 
exit co;lference. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

Sincerely,-

amesl~~ 
. Inspector General 

JER:wm 
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~: ,3::;::>.,.v :RI'/E · P 0 BOX 2i10- STATION~· CHAMPAIGN !L 61820 · Teteono"e 

Mr. Ric Rowe 
Audit Manager 
State of Illinois 
Office of the Auditor General 

May 6, 1988 

Marriott Commerce Building, Room 151 .. 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701-lS'lB 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

'88 ffiQi} ; /.J., 

3.33-: S· .. 

I have received and reviewed your report. on the management audit of 
"Illinois' State Programs of Internal Auditing". By way of this letter, I 
am responding only to specific findings on the internal audit function at 
the State Universities Retirement System (SURS). 

The first finding indicated that I was performing operational 
duties. Through telephone conversations with your office, three areas 
from my job description were indicated as being operational: claims, cash 
balance and checking account, EDP system (act as coordinator for inquiry 
system designed for SURS staff). I will address each area separately. 

Claims duties. Through a misunderstanding, I stated on your "Bio" 
sheet that I performed operationaL duties in this area. Since the "Bio" 
sheet summarized functions as either audit duties or operational duties, I 
mistakenly put down the time I am involved with the computer Systems 
Development Life Cycle (SDLG) as operational instead of audit. My duties 
during the SDLC are limited to attending preliminary and detail design 
meetings, reviewing internal controls to be implemented, approving users' 
testing plans and testing results. To clarify my work in the Claims area, 
I am enclosing an audit program from a recent survivors claims audit which 
is typical of the work I perform in all claims audits·. In addition to my 
SDLC work, the claims a~dits are the only work I have ever done in this 
area. 

Cash balance and checkin.~t account duties. I have been reconciling 
the bank account for the following reason: Since SURS is in charge of its 
own fund, it has a master trust account as well as a checking acc~UD:t. 
This unique situation causes the bank reconciliation process to be very 
technical and complicated which reduces the number of persons in· this 
Office technically able to perform this duty. Of the technicalcy able 
persons, I was the only one independent enough to complete it (all' other 
personnel had day-to-:day duties in . the receiptf>. o:r: disbursement~ cycle~). 
As a result of your finding; I wi~ 1 no long~r -r~~ondle. -the: bank. account. 
In order to ensure adequate separa.t1on of· duties. of. the· new person 
completing the bank reconciliation, SURS will be- reass'i&nirig the duties· ·of 
two staff members. 
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EDP system (act as coordinator for inquiry system designed for SURS 
staff. The data base inquiry system in place at SURS is designed to be 
used by nontechnical s.taff in order to generate reports giveri a set of 
simple parameters or limits. I use-- the inquiry system extensively in 
selecting sample sizes and determining auqit populations. Since I know 
more about the inquiry system than any other staff 'member I will, on 
occasion, generate informational reports for other staff members. I 
estimate that I spend less than two hours per month performing this duty. 
Since these reports are informational they are not subject to audits. In 
light of this fact, I feel that I maintained my audit independence while 
oerforrning this operational duty. SURS management will encourage other 
staff members to learn the query system and generate their own reports. 

The second finding indicated tha:t SURS does not have an internal 
audit plan. Because of an error in communication, Diy internal audit·plan, 
which has been used for many years, was never asked for by the accotinting 
firm performing the review. I have enclosed a copy of this document for 
your review. To prove that the document was not written as a result of 
your finding, you may check with our external auditing firm. I have given 
them a copy of the plan several times over the years. Upon reviewing 
Section 136.3 of the Internal Auditing Act. I realize that the plan may 
not be structured exactly as you would like; therefore, I will revise this 
docun:~ent in the near future to meet your standards and make it a "stand 
alone document". I agree that my audit plan is not entirely in accordance 
to Section 136. 3; however, I feel that your statement that SURS does not 
have an at1dit plan is tintrue and I ask that you remove the finding. 

SH:pls 
Encs. 

Approved by: 

L2€;_~ 
Steve Hayward 
Internal Aud,itor 

Donald E. Hoffmeister 
Executive Director 

(Additional response material supplied by the State 
Universities Retirement System is on file at the 
Office of the Auditor General.) 
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OFFICE OF:' 

Vice President for Business and Finance, er 

CHICAGO 

349 Adrnmiarratoon Building . 506 Soul!> Wngllt Strtuot • Urbana. Illinois 61801 

Mr. Ric Rowe, State ~uditor 
Office of the Auditor General 
Marriott Commerce Building, Room 151 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701-1878 

Dear Mr. Rowe: 

May g· .. 1988 

URBANA · CHAMPAIGN. 

The report Oil the ma;nagement audit of the State's programs of internal 
auditing deals with two noncompliance areas for the University of Iilinois 
and I believe these findings merit a response. 

The Internal Audit:l.ng Act requires the chief internal auditors to report; 
directly to agency chief executive officers. The. objectives of the Act, as 
stated in your report, are to ensure that audit findings are communicated 
fully to the director; to hold the agency director accountable for adequacy 
of internal controls a·nd operations; use the authority of the director to -. ensure remedial action. 

Our chief internal auditor reports functionalli to the president of the 
university. He reports administrativeli to me. All audit reports are · 
addressed to me and copied to the president. He receives all audit reports 
directly from the audit office and this ensures that all audit findings are 
communicated without any· opport:u!lities to alter or stop the audit findings 
from reaching the pre$ident•s office. 

The president is involved in the planning process and meets with the chief 
internal auditor to review and approve the annual audit plan and the long 
range audit plan. The president is·also included in the audit recommenda
tion follow-up process~_· All .unimpiemented audit recommendations are 
followed up semiaiu1ua11y and- a: r-ej)ort of the project is di,rected to me 
with a copy to the president~·:_ The' president has supported the audit staff 
to ensure remedial action .:will-\ be. t·aken in the rare instances when it was 
necessary. We believe; 'then. 'that· the university bas met the intent of the 
Act by including the president in the planning. auditing. and follow~up 
process at an appropriate level of detail to ensure compliance witq the 
objectives intended. 
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The second area of noncompliance is titled administrative and accounting 
audits. This appears to address the ~act that the internal audit program 
does not include biennial reviews of each internal control syst~ at each 
operating department of the university. The number of operating depart
ments of the university is between 600 and 700 departments, depending on 
the definition of department. This finding was stated in the 1986 
compliance audit and we, subsequently. addressed this finding with the 
Legislative Audit Cotmnission. 

Our response to the compliance audit finding and our response to the 
finding in your report are the same: 

The audit office will conduct a risk analysis by visiting each 
department. the purpose being to determine the level of business 
risk associated with the department financial activity. This will 
be an important input in the development of future audit plans. 
Those plans will incorporate a stratified random sample approach to 
determine which departments to review. We do not believe it is a 
prudent use of audit 1:esources to review eveg department every two 
years, nor do we interpret the intent of the Act is to perform 100 
percent audit coverage. It has been an accepted practice in the audit 
profession to review major internal control systems and use ~nagement 
judgement ~s to the appropriateness. of the identity and frequency 
of review of the minor internal control systems. 

The Legislative Audit Cotmnission agreed with our response to the internal 
audit plan and the incorporation of a risk analysis to determine audit 
coverage. 

It is important to be results oriented. When one is not, there is always 
an opportunity to get lost in a process noncompliance problem when the 
results are meeting the objectives. I recommend ·that in future audits 
you review not only the process but the results as well. There are many 
good observations in your report, and we do support your recommendations in 
Chapter VI. 

Sia:j.~_; 
Cra~;_-~~zzani 
Vice Presi~ent £or 

Business and Finance 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

DEPAR1MFNTOFVEIERANS' AFFAIRS 
P .0. Box 19432 208 West Cook Street Sprinlfield, lllinoi11 62 794-9432 2171782·6641 

JOHN W. JOHNSTON 
DIRECTOR 

JAMES D. ROSAS 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

Robert c. Cronson 
Auditor General 
Marriot commerce Building 
Room 151, 509 South Sixth 
Springfield, Illinois 

ATTN: Mr. Ric Rowe 

. 88 riA'! 12 PfTl 9 32 

May 9, 1988 

Subject: Management Audit Illinois State Program of Internal Audit 

Dear Hr. Cronson: 

Your letter of April 25, 1988* covering the management audit. of Illinois State 
Audit Programs, mentioned the Department of Veterans• Affairs twice. In 
Appendix F, in the "E.stimatcs of Auditors Needed", not being conversant with 
the "Model" used in the estimation of internal auditor staff, I can only 
reiterate my previous assessment that our current staff of two auditors is 
adequate. 

In .1\.ppcndix E, Non- compli;mce with~Statutes; Accounting and Administrative 
.1\.udits, the refe-rence is to the audit of internal fiscal and administrative 
controls. The audit of fiscal and administrative controls for the Central 
Office was in process when your Auditor was here, and has now been completed. 

JWJ:VWJ:jal 
0663.11. 
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ILUNOIS 
DEPARTMENT OF ~ 

CENTRAL MANAGEMEN'f SERVICES !"\· . · . 

Michael E. Tristano, Director 

Honorable Robert G. Cronson 
Auditor General 
State of Illinois 
509 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 

Dear Mr. Cronson: 

. --"' 

May ·J3, 1988 

Rose Mary Bombela, Assistant Director 
Daniel R. Long, Assistant Director 

Re: Management Audit, Illinois' State Programs of Internal Auditing 

While the management audit does not specifically call far a response, 
there are s~r.i:il issues that I feel are appropriate to c~nt on· due to 
the uniqueness of the Depart:ne.nt of Central Management $ervices (rots) 
statutory responsibilities: 

Chief Internal Auditor Qualifications (Pages 15-16) 

In the draft report, a point was raised concerning the differences 
between D01S 's qualifications for chief internal au:iitors as cited in 
the Internal Auditor series specifications. The finding indicates 
that the statutes (Internal Auditing Act) would allow a Certified 
Public Accountant (CPA) and no experience to qualify, whereas our 
specificat:ion, pursuant to •the n. Personnel Code (Olapter 127, 
Paragraph 636108), for a Internal Auditor III requires at least four 
years of experience even if a candidate has a CPA. Experience is 
necessary for this responsible position (Chief Internal Auditor), and 
our Internal Auditor class specifications recognize this. The audit 
also concludes that the Act does not recognize other professional 
designations a!Ji that these might be equally valid in protOOting 
auditing efficiency. Our standards recognizes the Certified Internal 
Auditor designation as well. 

Your statement that our specifications are "now inconsistent with the 
Internal Auditing Act" is followed by a conclusion that our 
"requirements are more desirable than the qualifications specified in 
the Act. 1' Your audit suggests that the Act be modified to add 
experience requirements and to recognize the Certified Internal 
Auditor designation, ~ concur. 

Agenc~s \'lith No Int:ema.l At.rliti~ rr;~rams (Pages 11-12) 
Coorch.nat~on of Peer ReView arid am IB (Pages 24-26) 

It should be pointed out that portions of the actions reccmnemed by 
the report already exist within the statutes - delegating the 
responsibilities to the JXM). <hapter 127, Paragraph 35.4, Section 
(d) provides for our age~ to ''examine the accounts of ?ffJ 
organization ... 11 and · Sectwn (e) states "provide continuing 
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instruction in alrliting." Only due to lack of funding have these ~ 
initiatives. not been fully exercised and I do encourage the General 
Assembly to consider adequate funds for expanding our professional 
services within the .D<l1S structure · 

If I may be of further assistance, please contact me or William B. 
Winberg, Chief Internal Auditor. 

MET:WBW:hs 

cc: William B. Winberg 
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